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1. Introduction 
Studying literature of the Arabic ��� ��1 while doing a course at Institut Français du Proche-

Orient in Damascus I set my eyes on a text written by the Syrian thinker ��
 � ��/ �� ����0 ����

��� �� 	
 �. I was first fascinated with the colorful language of the text, and in the process of 

reading I was intrigued as I felt the issues the author brought up had direct relevance to the 

society in which I was living. ������ �� 	
 ��  book is entitled ���	�
����� � � 
�� 	� �� ��� ��	� 
����

� � � 
��	� ,�The Characteristics of Despotism and the Destructions of Enslavement, (from now on�

I will refer to it as����	�
����� � � 
�� 	� ) and seeks to analyze the characteristics of despotism. 

Once despotism takes hold in a society, ������ �� 	
 � says, it begins to infiltrate the 

entire country and pervade all social classes. But most importantly, according to the writer, 

despotism creates a society in which knowledge is restricted and ignorance promoted. As a 

result, ignorance further entrenches despotism in society and leads to the destruction of the 

social body. Ignorance causes the individual to go through life in misery and fear, for without 

knowledge the nation can neither progress nor prosper. Only when a state’s citizens come to 

possess knowledge can they both progress and live a fulfilled life; despotism, in contrast, 

prevents people from attaining knowledge. 

Working with ���	�
����� � � 
�� 	�  gave me not only the opportunity to study the relation 

between knowledge and the despotic society as seen by ������ �� 	
 �, but also to promote a 

pioneer of the Arabic ��� �� who is relatively little known to a Western audience. Scarcity of 

information in Western sources suggests that a presentation of him and his work is needed 

before a more critical study is undertaken.  

The aim of this thesis is therefore primarily to introduce the author and his book in 

order to clarify some of his ideas, and hopefully open up avenues for further research. Even 

though brute force might be an element of keeping people submitted in an authoritarian state, 

which ������ �� 	
 � also acknowledges, I have chosen to focus on ������ �� 	
 ��  concept of 

‘�
�’, ‘knowledge’ and I will present ���	�
����� � � 
�� 	� �along the following main questions: 

1) What is the status of knowledge in what ������ �� 	
 � called the “era2 of despotism”? 

2) What are the mechanisms that prevent knowledge from spreading and in which 

levels of society are these mechanisms to be found?  

                                                 
1 A period referring to the rebirth of Arabic literature and thought under Western influence since the second half 
of the 19th century. 
2 Al-Kawakibi employs the words: ’� ����’, ’� �� � ’ and ’��% � ’ when referring to ’era’ in the context of 
despotism. 
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These are my main questions and will be followed by other questions, among them are: 

Which elements in society sustain and reproduce despotism? What sort of knowledge is 

prevented under despotism?   

This is an attempt to shed light on a text written over 100 years ago in a culture 

foreign to me, and perhaps, in a historical sense, also foreign to the people inhabiting the areas 

of the previous Ottoman Empire today, although they are of course closer to the culture the 

text rose from. A text conveys information about the time and culture it was conceived in, and 

will to a larger or lesser degree reflect contemporary society and its values. A text does not 

rise from a vacuum, but is a part of a tradition with a place in history embedded in a particular 

context. Influenced by external circumstances, the author’s reflections on these circumstances 

give the reader information about the author, his concerns and point of view. I will throughout 

my reading of ������ �� 	
 �� �book also compare him to thinkers of the French Enlightenment 

to detect possible influences and to help clarify some of his ideas.��
��
 � ��/ �� ����0 ������� �� 	
 � has not previously been presented on a large scale in 

Western studies. His grandson, � �� ��� ������ �� 	
 �, thinks that his early death and his few 

published works may perhaps be the reason why he is left more or less un-researched by 

Western scholars.  

������ �� 	
 ��  text is my first attempt in reading a complete original text from the 

Arabic ��� ��.  In order to do ������ �� 	
 � justice I should have consulted and read the main 

authors among his contemporaries. The scope and time limit of this thesis did not allow that. 

Well aware of that I would have been better able to compare and contrast him to other 

thinkers and better place him within a historical context, I  still chose to read him, thinking 

that in order to enter upon future studies of the ��� �� I would have to start somewhere. I 

started with ��
 � ��/ �� ����0 ������� �� 	
 �. 

 

1.1 Structure  
Chapter 2 provides background information on the author, the historical context the text rose 

from, and ������ �� 	
 ��  literary production. The text����	�
����� � � 
�� 	�  will then be presented. 

A brief outline of principles for hermeneutical and philological readings of a text will be 

given and for this I have relied primarily on Helge Jordheim’s (2001) Lesningens Vitenskap: 

Et Utkast til En Ny Filologi. ������ �� 	
 � was influenced by ideas from the European 

Enlightenment which has consequences as to how the text is read and this will be dealt with 
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before ������ �� 	
 ��  concept of 
� � 
�� 	�  is discussed and placed within a historical and 

intellectual context.  

Chapters 3 and 4 represent my reading of the text. First the particular society 

despotism creates will be portrayed. Understanding the relation between the various social 

groups is important in order to understand how despotism is produced, sustained and 

reproduced. Chapter 4 deals with ������ �� 	
 ��concept of �
�, ‘knowledge’, the relation 

between knowledge and ignorance and on the matter of education ������ �� 	
 � makes a 

connection between knowledge and maturity, ignorance and immaturity. Kant made the same 

connections in his article Was ist Aufklärung 100 years prior to ������ �� 	
 � and this article 

will help shed light on his concept of ‘knowledge’. 

������ �� 	
 ��  message is conveyed through a particular vocabulary and a rich use of 

metaphors. Chapter 5 will attempt to enhance his message and looks into the rhetorical tools 

the author employs and the elements that characterize his�language. 

 

1.2 Arabic Sources 
My main source is ������ �� 	
 �� �book ���	�
����� � � 
�� 	� �� ��� ��	� 
����� � � 
��	� , from1 ���� ��	�

���	�
��
���� 	� 
��,�The Collected Works of ����� 	� 
��, published in1995 and edited by�

�, ������ �2�����(����0 .�(����0 ,���0 �- 	3 4 �5 6 ���4 7 7 5 1�has collected ������ �� 	
 �� �texts in 

one volume, which also provides some biographical data on the thinker.  

In order to understand and better explain the concept of �� ������
� � �, the ‘self-

glorifiers’, a group important to understand������� �� 	
 ��  society, I have made use of a lecture 

given by )����� �� �/ 8 �� � (2002) in Aleppo: “��6 % � ������, - ���99	� �6 ��(�
 �)	������# - 	
 � �� ”  

For further biographical data, I have consulted two books written by the Lebanese 

author 2�0 �� �� 	%  [����] on������� �� 	
 �� �newspapers,��� 	!�� ������ 	� 
��,�(1984)�and��� 	!�� ���

��� 	� 
��"���# � � ���$�%	��&��#�� �� �� ����� � ���(2000). He is, along with 2�����(����0 , the most 

important contributor on ������ �� 	
 �� �works and writing. ������ �� 	
 ��  grandson, ���� �

� �� �� �������� �� 	
 � (1998) has written his biography,��� �� ��� �' � �	������� 	� 
��(��� �)�� ���*�

+	� 
, , �&�from which I have also collected biographical details. I have also made use of 

(����0 � ���� � � 
�� 	� �� ��- �*	�
� � � �! ��. 
� � ������ 	� 
��, published in 1992. The author analyses in 

this book the concept of despotism according to al-Kaw�kib�.  
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1.2.1 Other Sources 
To help place ������ �� 	
 ��within a wider intellectual context I have primarily relied on Albert 

Hourani’s Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age 1798-1939, from 1962 and Bernard Lewis, The 

Political Language of Islam, published in 1970. I have also drawn on many other 

contributions which are listed in the bibliography.  

I have mentioned above the possible influence of the French Enlightenment and will 

make use of elements from Montesquieu’s (1748) The Spirits of Laws, Rousseau’s (1762) 

Emile; or on Education and Kant’s (1784) Beantwortung der Frage: Was ist Aufklärung. See 

bibliography for the edition used. I have found Karl Popper’s books from 1945 on The Open 

Society and its Enemies, volume I and II, useful, as he deals with the subjects of philosophical 

and historical philosophy, giving an insight to the working of non-democratic societies. 

 

1.3 Transliteration��������

�� �� � � �� ��

�� �� � � �� ��

�� �� � � �� ��

�� �� � � �� 	�

	� 
� � � 
� ��

�� �� � � �� �

� �� � � �� ��

�� �� � � �� ��

�� �� � � �� ��

�� �� � � �� ��

�� �� � � �� ��

�� �� � � �� �����

�� �� � � �� �����

�� �� � � �� )��

��  � �

 
Long vowels are rendered �, �, � 

Diphthongs are rendered ay, aw 

Articles with ‘sun-letters’  are assimilated 

Hamzatu l-wa�l is not marked 

Hamzatu �/�0� is marked��

1	2������ 0� is rendered -a in pausal forms and -at in )
�	!�� �
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2. Tracing �����
���/�
���/�
���/�
���/����� �� �� �� ����������0 ����0 ����0 ����0 ���������������������	
���	
���	
���	
�  

2.1 His Life 
Coming from the Citadel in Aleppo and passing through the city’ s old bazaars, one might 

happen to walk through al-Kawakibi-street. An anonymous street, just as the name is likely to 

be for a passing tourist. More or less unnoticed by Western scholars, ��
���/�� ����0 ����

�����	
�� thoughts are still widely circulated amongst Arab and Syrian intellectuals. Born in 

the flourishing trade centre of Aleppo in 1854, at the time under Ottoman rule, into a notable 

old Arab family3, he is perhaps best known to the Arabs for being the one who made the 

ideological transition from pan-Islamism to pan-Arabism as a pioneer of the Arabic 3 ����. 

At the age of five, ���������
���mother died and he moved to Antakya, where he was 

raised by his aunt, although he was later to return to Aleppo to continue his studies. He 

studied law, political and social sciences, history, philosophy and literature, and was also 

fluent in Persian, Turkish and Arabic. He had no knowledge of any European languages 

(Haim, “ ��������	
�” ,EI), and thus his knowledge of the European Enlightenment and its 

literature came through various translated sources. He is described as a mild, gentle and 

compassionate man.4 At the age of 22 he started his career as an editor for the Ottoman 

official newspaper . ��	� :5 Due to strict censorship he was dissatisfied with the limited 

possibilities for informing his readers about the misgovernment of political affairs, and so he 

left his position and founded two newspapers, �4�5 ���	�6 (1877) and ����� 
�	7(1879). Both 

newspapers were short lived, closed on the order of the governor of Aleppo after criticising 

governmental affairs. Both newspapers were identical in layout and content and differed only 

in name and they both wrote on the local governmental affairs (��� 	%, 2000, p. 8). �4�5 ���	���

�- ��4 �- �seems to have been of some importance and had a fairly wide circulation (��� 	%, 

1984, p. 74). In order to publish newspapers in Syria and Lebanon the editor needed a licence 

from the official authorities. Unable to obtain licences himself, ��������	
� instead obtained 

them for both newspapers in the name of friends, but the licences were cancelled upon the 

                                                 
3 It has been suggested (cf. Hourani, 1970, p. 271 and Tauber, 1994, p. 190) that ��������	
� was of Kurdish 
origin. His grandson ������ �� ��� ��������	
� refuted this information in a conversation, Aleppo, 24. February, 
2007.  
4 Personal communication with � �� ��� ��������	
�, Damascus, 7. October, 2006. 
5 The name means ‘sweet’  (water) and connotes the river Euphrates, ��. ��	� . 
6 The newspaper issued 16 publications on a weekly basis before it was closed. The name means ‘epithet of 
Aleppo’  and was the first privately owned newspaper in Aleppo, (��������	
�, 1995, p. 43).  
7 The word means ’ moderation’ . The second attempt on publishing, also on a weekly basis, was stopped after 
two and a half months and made it to 10 publications. The newspaper was published both in Arabic and Turkish 
(��� 	%, 1984, p. 80–87).  
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closure of the newspapers. In 1998 it was discovered that ��������	
�, after his arrival in 

Egypt, also started publishing a third newspaper, �������. This newspaper only made it to 

three publications. It differed from the two others in content, as it dealt with the key concepts 

of Arab nationalism (��� 	%, 2000, p. 7–10).  

In an attempt by the authorities to silence him and to control his activities,����

�����	
� was offered several memberships and honorary positions in different councils in 

Aleppo. �(����0  (��������	
�, 1995, p. 40) lists 8 different positions in different city-

counsels, among them the councils of trade and education.8 He responded by opening a legal 

office in Aleppo for the ‘unjustly treated’ , ����6� �� �, and thus became known as the ‘father 

of the weak’ , ���� ��������!	). In an effort to challenge the injustice suffered by his fellow 

citizens, the office filed complaints of various kinds, in which ���������
� represented people 

from all layers of society, free of charge. At times, he would take his cases even further up the 

political hierarchy: some were even telegraphed to French and British diplomats (� �� ��� ���

�����	
�, 1998, p. 46). This apparently caused much anger among politicians and a 

convenient pretext was found to attack him by accusing him of the attempted murder of the 

governor of Aleppo. Put on trial, he was acquitted and the governor was forced to resign from 

office. He was later imprisoned, once again on accusations of treason. This time, his trial was 

held in Beirut, where he presented his own defence. He was again acquitted and this lead to 

yet another governor’ s resignation (��������	
�, 1995, p. 40). 

Due to his personal experiences and the heavy censorship exercised by the Ottoman 

Sultan ��
�����'���� (1876–1909), al-Kaw�kab� was, as so many contemporary Syrian 

intellectuals, driven into exile. He arrived in Cairo in the winter of 1899 and upon his arrival 

was welcomed by several of his contemporary writers and thinkers (��������	
�, 1995, p. 

41). In Cairo he frequented the circle of �, ������ ��
�, %�and wrote for several periodicals 

(Hourani, 1970, p. 271). In 1901, on the request of the Khedive of Egypt, he undertook a 

journey to several Islamic Arabic countries in order to study social conditions in them. His 

early death meant that he never finished writing up his observations. Apart from his writings 

which give us information of his intellectual activities, there seems to be few sources which 

deal with his life in Egypt. He died in exile in Cairo in 1902 at the age of 48, allegedly killed 

at the order of the Sultan himself, the story goes that he was poisoned drinking a cup of 

coffee. Upon his death his library was seized by the police and his writings confiscated (���

                                                 
8 ��������	
� accepted the various titles and memberships; however, it did not stop him from offering services 
to the poor and needy (��������	
�, 1995, p. 40).  
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�����	
�, 1995, p. 41). The rest of his belongings and properties were also later confiscated, 

sending his family into poverty�(� �� ������������	
�, 1998, pp. 187–192).    

 

2.1.1 The Arabic����3 ��3 ��3 ��3 ���������� and the Reign of �����
�����
�����
�����
��������''''��������������������II 
As al-Kaw�kab� began his career, the Ottoman Empire was under the rule of the Sultan ��
��

���'�����# # . ��
�����'�����was born in 1842 and entered into office in 1876, a position he 

held until he was deposed in 1909, three years before his death. His handling of governmental 

affairs was characterized by absolutism and pan-Islamism (Deny, “ ��
�����'�����# #” , EI) and 

journalists at the time referred to his government as  �� � ���
�� 
��	��,� (Rebhan, 1986, p. 57).�

Insurrection in Ottoman provinces, wars against Russia and Greece, an empty treasury – 

which led to foreign control over national debts – as well as emerging national sentiments 

among the Ottoman citizens, were some of the elements which confronted the Empire and 

made it ill-adapted for reform and political liberties (Deny, “ ��
�����'�����# #” , EI). ��
�����

'���� answered to the challenges by imposing restrictions on political and intellectual 

activities among the Ottoman subjects (Cleveland, 1994, p. 114) and many Syrian 

intellectuals were driven into exile.  

Not trusting his ministers and reducing them to state secretaries, ��
�����'�����took 

governmental affairs into his own hands and created an instrument of domination for closer 

control of the state. When he suffered an assassination attempt at the hands of an Armenian 

bomb in 1905, he further developed his network of informing and espionage into a 

complicated network and arrests became widespread. Prior to this, he took control over the 

media and printed press, which had previously been flourishing and had been an important 

tool in propagating ideas from Europe, among them the concepts of liberty and respect for the 

individual (Deny, “ ��
�����'�����# #” , EI). � �/8 ����(1999, p. 110) writes that the press was 

turned into a tool for “ planting backwards ideas,”  and that the newspapers were encouraged to 

speak of national safety and the happiness enjoyed by the ordinary Ottoman citizen. It was 

under these circumstances that ��������	
	 entered�upon his critique of the despotic regime of 

the Ottoman Sultan which resulted in the book����	�
������� 
��	������ ��	�
������� 
��	�7 

It is questionable to what extent censorship affected the spread of new notions. There 

is no doubt that the press played an important role in developing the new ideas by bringing 

novel approaches to life and thought to the attention of their readership, but the written word 

reached only the literate, those who could afford education, in reality a very small portion of 
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the Empire’ s citizens (Cioeta, 1979, p. 180). Yet the media can prove a powerful critic of the 

existing regime and is an important tool in informing its readers of the actual handling of 

government, as ��
�����'�����was well aware. The clearest example of his censorship was 

the prohibition of certain words. Words like ‘fatherland’ ,���0��, ‘constitution’ , ‘despotism’ , 

‘council of representatives’ , ‘liberty’ , ‘explosion’ , ‘bomb’ , ‘murder’  and ‘plot’  (Deny, “ ��
��

���'�����# #” , EI;�Cioeta, 1979, p. 176;, were among those forbidden, and newspapers making 

use of these words were often abolished. EI and Cioeta do not quote the Arabic equivalents of 

these words, but � �/8 ����(1999, p. 110) quotes some of the forbidden words among them;���


�� 
��	� and ������� � �. By prohibiting these words it was thought that the connotations they 

evoked would also disappear. In theory, abolishing the word ‘fatherland’  would make it 

difficult to stir up nationalist sentiments; in the same way, dissidents would be much less 

likely to attempt to assassinate the Sultan after the prohibition of words like ‘murder’  and 

‘plot’ .  

Despite harsher censorship in Syria and Lebanon after the accession of ��
�����'����,�

Cioeta (1979, pp. 173–175) notes that it was not carried out systematically due to lack of 

knowledge amongst proofreaders as to which words were forbidden at any given time. 

Consequently, daring journalists and editors would sometimes avoid the forbidden words and 

insert synonyms instead. Cioeta lists���������	
�� newspapers among those abolished due to 

censorship.  

In an answer to ��������	
���attack on the despotism of the Ottoman Sultan, his 

contemporary, the Syrian journalist < �/����0 =�0 �(Reid, 1975, p. 106) put forward a 

contrasting view on the rule of the Ottoman Sultan. In this, he argued that ��
�����'�����%�� 

no other choice but to rule despotically in order to keep the different religious groups and 

ethnic minorities stable. 

��������	
���writings are also connected to ��
�����'����� doctrine of pan- 

Islamism. The Ottoman state with their Sultans had traditionally claimed the caliphate, a 

claim���
�����'���� emphasised during his reign. When ��������	
��called for a transfer of 

the caliphate to Mecca (cf. p. 9), it was based on the idea that the Arabs were the true 

protectors of the caliphate and that he considered the Turkish Ottomans to be responsible for 

the decay of Islam. This was a nationalist argument which “ provided the Arabs with an 

ideological opening to oppose Ottoman rule”  (Cleveland, 1994, p. 121). By focusing on 

tyranny ��������	
��could provide an argument for stepping out of the Ottoman Empire and 

establish an Arab state (Moaddel, 2005, p. 160).  
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2.2 His Works 
As ���������
�� papers were confiscated on his death, only two books, some copies of his 

newspapers, and a few private letters remain of his writings. The existence of his lost works is 

known from mentions of them made in other contemporary sources, both in his own works 

and those of other writers (��������	
�, 1995, p. 52–55). Among his lost works are extended 

studies and additions he made to ���	�
������� 
��	��and �8�����9 ��	. 

���������
�� most famous book, �8�����9 ��	 (The Mother of Cities)9, marks the 

ideological transition from pan-Islamism to pan-Arabism in that he calls for a transfer of the 

Caliphate from Istanbul to Mecca. He holds that the Caliph should be released from political 

duties and responsibilities and concentrate on religious matters, and suggests that he should 

serve as a symbol of Islamic unity. These ideas, later collated in the book �8�����9 ��	, were 

first published in the Egyptian newspaper ��� ���,,��10 of �����> �, 6 . The book was later 

serialized in the Egyptian newspaper ��� ��	�11�of � �? ���� 	&� in 1899, but only after 

censorship of some of its more outspoken criticism of the Ottoman Empire (��������	
�, 

1995, p. 44). The book was published under the pseudonym ����� � 	�����< , /�- �: �

The work I am about to present, ���	�
������� 
��	������ ��	�
������� 
��	�, was first 

serialized in ��� ���,,�� between 1900 and 1902, each article left anonymous or given a 

different signature (��������	
�, 1995, pp. 43–44).12 ��������	
� made changes to the 

manuscript and furthered his studies after the first publication. The book was then published 

under the pseudonym �/�� ��������. The original manuscript escaped confiscation, as his son 

managed to hide it when the police seized his library.  

In the first half of the 20th century there were various publications of ���	�
������� 
��	�, 

some dated but others left undated. (����0  has stumbled over various publications of the 

book; most of them are published in Cairo. The first book dated is from 1931 and the same 

year the book was again published a second time in Cairo together with �8�����9 ��	 in one 

volume. Later there was published a revised edition, also undated, in Aleppo. An extended 

version of the book was published in Cairo in 1935, and ��������	
�� son,���
���/�� ����0 �

                                                 
9 The title refers to Mecca. 
10 The newspaper ��� ���,,�� was the leading Islamic newspaper in Egypt at the end of the 19th century. 
11 The Egyptian newspaper ��� ��	� was founded by � �? ���� 	&� in order to promote the thoughts of �, �������
��
�, %:   
12 (����0  lists the various articles with dates and under which signature ��������	
� published them, some of 
the articles he wrote were even left unsigned. 
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��������	
�1 used this copy when he published a revised version in 1957. He revised the book 

again in 1973 and the book was published in Beirut. There have been various recent 

publications of the book, but the earliest publication in Syria, according to (����0 � listings, 

seems to be in Aleppo in 1991. The book has also been published together with other books in 

book serials (��������	
�, 1995, pp. 49–52). It is worth noting that, at some point in the first 

half of the 20th century, the book was placed at number 15 of the 45 best Arabic books in a list 

compiled by Egyptian professors and public figures (Haim, 1954, p. 321).  

 

2.3 The Book����������������				����



������������������� 
����� 
����� 
����� 
��	�	�	�	�����
���	�
������� 
��	� is a criticism of the despotic regime of Sultan ��
�����'���� (Lewis, 2005, 

p. 199). The secret police, the Sultan’ s spies, spread throughout the Empire, a sad legacy still 

present in today’ s Syria. ��������	
�� aim is to dissect despotism, by investigating it from 

different perspectives: he shows throughout his writing how despotism is the cause of social 

decay and regression and how it makes human beings utterly miserable. He begins his 

analysis in the first chapter entitled “ What is Despotism?” ; in the following chapters he then 

goes on to discuss, “ Despotism and Religion (���)” , “ Despotism and Knowledge (��
�)” , 

“ Despotism and Glory�(����)” ,�“ Despotism and Wealth�(�	)” ,�“ Despotism and Morals 

(��: 	/)” ,�“ Despotism and Education�(� ���
,�)” ,�“ Despotism and Advancement�(� ���//
�)” ,�he 

finally concludes with a chapter entitled, “ Despotism and How to End It (����� �� �: ����

�
���)” .  

��������	
� portrays despotism like a virus –with the same devastating effect as that 

with which a virus takes hold over the body despotism takes hold over society and spreads 

from the despot to all layers of society, destroying the ability of cooperation and eventually 

the social body. Despotism thus creates conditions where certain values are prevented and 

certain traits are promoted. In the despotic society, freedom gives place to chains, progress to 

regression, honour to shame, justice to injustice, safety to fear and knowledge to ignorance. 

As a consequence of this, the despotic state neither prospers nor gives happiness to its 

citizens; instead, the citizens live broken in spirit, with no self-confidence or self-awareness. 

Despotism corrupts religion, morality, the mind, the honour; in other words, despotism 

deprives Man of the elements that make him human, and his life is reduced to that of an 

animal driven by greed and desire.    
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Knowledge of one’ s rights and knowledge of what constitutes good and bad 

government is needed in order to force the despot to act in the public interest and not in his 

own selfish interest. But knowledge is prevented and ignorance promoted in the despotic state 

and so its citizens live in blind obedience of the despot’ s demands. Under a good government, 

people live in justice and without fear, whereas under despotism they live fearful and ignorant 

and give in to the despot like frightened sheep surrender to a wolf.  

Through strong use of language where the stupid are called ‘imbeciles’ , )� ��/, the 

despot a ‘beast’ , �� 4, and the ignorant ‘wretched’ , )�4/	, he manages to convey a deep 

concern for the individual’ s condition and what it means to be human under despotic rule. He 

was a writer born of his time and, troubled by his personal experiences of imprisonment and 

exile, he set out and launched his attack on the despotic rule represented by the figure of the 

Ottoman Sultan. 

It has been suggested (Lewis, 2005, p. 199; Haim “ ��������	
�” , EI) that the book to 

a large extent is a rendering of Vittorio Alfieri’ s13 Della Tirannide, a claim refuted by several 

Arab scholars. Alfieri’ s book was translated into Ottoman Turkish from Italian in 1898 and 

��������	
� may have read this translation. Sylvia Haim (1954) discusses how ��������	
� 

could have become familiar with Alfieri’ s ideas, seemingly unaware of that Alfieri’ s book 

was translated into Ottoman Turkish. In my copy of ���	�
������� 
��	����������	
� refers to 

Alfieri (p. 529, line 13) a clear indication that he was familiar with the Italian author. Haim 

lists several elements where the structure and arguments of ��������	
�� and Alfieri’ s book 

coincide and she concludes that he may have had the book read out loud to him and 

translated. In ������	����	�
��
����	� 
�� (��������	
�, 1995, pp. 57–60), the editor 

discusses various studies on ��������	
� where the accusations that he copied the book are 

refuted. Among the points raised are comments on the way in which ��������	
�� language 

and ideas resemble the language and ideas of ���)�6 � �0 �, � 	&� and ��
�, %. In a study from 

1980, an Indonesian student at the University of Cairo translated parts of Alfieri’ s text and 

concluded that ��������	
� did not copy the book, but is more likely to have borrowed some 

of his ideas (��������	
�, 1995, p. 59). � 	&� commented on this claim many years earlier and 

said that ��������	
���descriptions of the Eastern society were “ too exact to have been taken 

from a Western author”  (Hourani, 1970, p. 271). Hourani (ibid.) thinks there to be originality 

to ��������	
�� writings due to his strong political interest and personal convictions.  Anyone 

reading ���	�
������� 
��	� should bear in mind that, as a result of visits to Europe and 

                                                 
13 Italian dramatist, lyric poet and political theorist (1749–1803). 
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translations of books, ideas migrated from Europe to the Arab-speaking world, and the key 

concepts of the European Enlightenment flourished among Arab intellectuals. The book 

clearly has the Arab Muslims in mind in the way in which al-Kaw�kab� addresses his readers, 

makes both direct and indirect references to the Holy Koran and Arabic poetry, civilization 

and past writers, and uses his own labels to refer to the differences between the ‘Easterners’ , 

�4�4��/
,,� �1 and the ‘Westerners’ , al-�arbiyy�n.    

 

2.3.1 The Genre of the Text 
If political philosophy can be defined as “ an investigation into the nature, causes and effects 

of good and bad government”  (Miller, 2003, p. 2), then ���	�
������� 
��	� can be classified 

within this genre. Good or bad government affects the quality of human life, since good 

government allows freedom and bad government or tyranny breeds poverty and death (Miller, 

2003, p. 2), something ��������	
� recognizes when portraying the suffering and malady of 

Man living under despotism. The idea that politics directly affects the life of the individual is 

made clear in the introduction to the text when he says that:  

 

	
����������������������
����� !"��#�����������
���$��%&  
 

“ rarely does there exist a man who is thoroughly acquainted with this [political] knowledge 

just like there rarely exist a man who is not affected by it”  (p. 433, § 1).14  

 

He further states that the despotic government has made Man “ the most miserable living 

creature” , ��4/	�*������ �,	�  (p. 437, § 2) and “ despotism is a cause of every [sort of] decay” , 

��
�� 
��	��������
�� �
�!��	� (p. 463, § 1).  

The distinction between good and bad government is a prevalent idea in political 

philosophy (Miller, 2003, p. 3), and although ��������	
�� main concern is the critique of 

bad government and its harmful effects upon the individual and society, he also contrasts 

despotism to good and democratic government. He thus educates the reader on the importance 

and the duty of keeping a watchful eye on their representatives.  

 

                                                 
14 References are made after English translations due to formatting-problems. References from al-�����	
���
book are in general quoted with page and paragraph to locate the reference with ease. I have also in some places, 
referred to which line the reference can be found in case of ambiguities.   
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2.3.2 The Text as a Critique 
The text is a critique of the despotic regime of Sultan ��
�����'�����(cf. p. 10). It is an open 

and severe attack, which he chose to publish by using various pseudonyms when it was 

serialized in ��� ���,,��. In a society where criticism of the regime is prohibited and the 

threat of punishment ever present, the author has two ways of conveying his message: he may 

openly criticize it by using a pseudonym, or he may hide the message in the text itself and 

sign in his own name.  

' ��	�
 �: �	�������!	��@The Epistles of the Brethren of Purity), is an early example of 

the former (Marquet, “ #�%��0 ����A�6�)” , EI). Their letters spread in the 9th century and 

throughout 51 epistles or letters the brotherhood’ s aim was to educate their readers in various 

topics like music, geography and intellectual sciences. They called for knowledge and action, 

educating their readers by means of anecdotes. Letter number 50 is on the subject of 

government and it openly criticizes the tyrant and his behaviour. # B ��0 ��C�A�6�) are thought to 

have been a group of #��������from the mountains of Western Syria, but historians still do not 

know their identity with any certainty (Marquet, “ #�%��0 ����A�6�)” , EI).  

The moral political stories of���������;
���, (����, 8 �6 6��,�1969) is an even earlier 

example of the latter. #
0 �����, 8 �6 6�� (born 720) who worked in the service of the official 

authorities in Basra and Kufa, translated Indian fables from Pahlavi into Arabic. They are 

moral anecdotes about animals living in the forest where the animals assume moral 

characters. In his translation, #
0 �����, 8 �6 6�� emphasised the characters of the weak and the 

strong, the strong animals serving as symbols of tyranny and injustice, whilst the weak 

symbolized the citizens, resorting to their intelligence in order to combat their oppressors. In 

this manner the author could criticize the very people he served.  

��������	
� chose to openly criticize while concealing his identity. This meant that he 

could express his concern in an open and unambiguous manner, not leaving any doubt as to 

the causes of Man’ s malady. It is an effective way of informing the reader, instructing him, 

not only of the causes of his suffering, but also of how to rid himself of his malady.  

 

2.3.3 The Literary Quality of the Text  
A particular feature of this text, especially given the fact that it deals with political philosophy 

(cf. p.12) is that it has certain literary qualities. Although there is no plot as in conventional 

story writing, where a story is generally told from beginning to end, the manner in which the 
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author�portrays the various groups within the society, have parallels to novel and story 

writing. 

There is no single individual character as such, as we would expect to find in a novel, 

but ��������	
� does describe the various groups and fractions within society by means of 

their psychological traits, their behaviour, motivation, relationships to other groups, moral 

constitution, weaknesses and strengths. He also compares and contrasts the different groups. 

Given that a character can be defined as “ a complicated term that includes the idea of the 

moral constitution of the human personality”  (Hamilton, 2006)15, it is perhaps possible to 

analyse the various groups as one would a character in a novel. In order to explain the 

qualities of these groups, their actions and the consequences upon society, one has to read the 

whole book, as these elements are spread throughout the text and their characteristics appear 

gradually. This resembles the characters of novels, whose qualities are not revealed in one 

given chapter, but are spread throughout the story. An example of this in ��������	
�� book 

are the characters of ‘the citizens’  who are first described as the most miserable, later given 

the qualities of children and animals and the characteristics of prisoners. Though the citizens, 

for example, choose their behaviour and can be described in moral terms, I have not detected 

any development or change in the various groups as the text progresses, as one might expect 

to find in a novel or a story. Their qualities are set and defined: al-Kaw�kib� does this by 

using adjectives, describing their act and he makes an explicit presentation of the various 

groups. Therefore, in explaining the society according to ��������	
� and describing the 

characteristics of the various groups, I have extracted their various characteristics in order to 

present a full picture of their moral constitution and how they affect each other and the 

society.         

 

2.3.4 A Note on the Translation of the Title  
��������	
�� book has not been translated into any European languages, it is in English 

referred to as The Characteristics of Tyranny (Lewis, 2005, p. 199). Discussing the title with 

my philosophy and literature tutors at the French institute in Damascus, I received different 

suggestions for the best translation of the word ‘0��	�
�’ . Given the context, there are two 

possible translations which assume two different ideas. ‘���	�
�’  translates into English as 

‘essence’  (in the singular) and ‘characteristics’  (in the plural). In a philosophical sense, the 

                                                 
15 <http://www.gpc.edu/~lawowl/handouts/character-analysis.pdf>. 
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‘essence’  of a phenomenon is independent of its characteristics or features, as you can strip 

the phenomenon of its attributes and it still exists. On the other hand a phenomenon, made up 

of ‘characteristics’ , does not exist without its attributes, and if you give it different attributes it 

will be a different phenomenon. I have tried out both variations throughout my reading and 

have come to the conclusion that the title should be translated as The Characteristics of 

Despotism. I have employed the word ‘characteristics’  as a result of the way that ��������	
� 

portrays despotism as a phenomenon dependent of its characteristics, but I will discuss this 

below (cf. p. 77) as this is a point of ambiguity in the text. I have also translated ‘
�� 
��	�’ �into 

English as ‘despotism’  in reference to the European Enlightenment and how Montesquieu 

defined despotism and separated it from tyranny (cf. pp. 22–23). 

 

2.4 Some Thoughts on Reading  
It can be difficult, and sometimes impossible to understand an old text or a text produced in a 

foreign culture, because the reader will always bring in her or his knowledge, experiences and 

values and add these to the reading. Reading a historical text means that the reader and the 

author are situated in different historical contexts which may lead to the author’ s intent 

becoming obscured (Jordheim, 2001, p. 242).  

One problem I confronted when reading ��������	
�� book while living in Syria, was 

trying to understand ��������	
�� concept of despotism and how despotism was perceived 

under the Ottoman Sultan ��
�����'����, because as I perceived the book, it also portrayed 

and explained the society in which I was living. It is crucial to the understanding of his book 

to know that there are over 100 years between the text’ s origin and today, where technology 

has changed, education has spread and contact with the world is of a different kind. ���

�����	
�� despotism is not that of present day Syria, although it might bear resemblance to it 

at times, and there may be a legacy of despotism that has been handed down from the despotic 

regime of Sultan���
�����'����. Even though the text I am about to present should be seen in 

the light of its own time, I still think it provides an insight into the conditions and social 

pressure of the individuals living in places where little freedom is granted and injustice 

prevails.  
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2.4.1 Reading a Text 
Philology as a science is about the reading and interpretation of texts and is built on the idea 

that the object of study is the text itself, where the process of reading demands thoughtfulness, 

objectivity and sobriety (Jordheim, 2001, p. 20).  According to Umberto Eco a philological 

reading of a text will emphasise the rights of texts rather than the right of their interpreter 

(Jordheim, p. 20). The tasks of philology are to interpret the context of language and history 

on the one hand, and to interpret the author’ s personality and intentions for the text on the 

other (Jordheim, 2001, pp. 45–46). The text is interwoven into a historical setting and so 

when reading a historical text, we expose ourselves to the historicity of the language and 

comprehend that the text we are dealing with speaks to us from a time and place in history 

that may be completely different from our own time (Jordheim, 2001, p. 17). According to a 

philological reading, by reading a text as a text we gain access to the history or context in 

which it is embedded. By describing the language we can explain the text and its relation to 

the context (Jordheim, 2001, p. 124). Philology focuses on the language in history, as the text 

in some way or another is interwoven into a historical reality, and each text has a place in a 

context (Jordheim, 2001, p. 8).  

Philology as it has traditionally been understood can be described as the field where 

history, literary science and linguistics overlap, the place these sciences meet in their mutual 

object, namely the language. Philology also serves to shed light on the relation between 

language and history and how the historical reality is present in the text when reading it in 

another time and place (Jordheim, 2001, pp. 19–22).  

According to Brockhaus, philology can be broadly understood as the “ scientific 

investigation of the spiritual development and authenticity of a people or a culture based on 

their language and literature”  (Jordheim, p. 29).  Philology in this sense does not only deal 

with texts and language, but also the development of people’ s cultural, political and religious 

identity as it appears in the language (Jordheim, p. 29).  

A hermeneutical reading of a text departs from the philological reading to the extent 

that hermeneutics in a philosophical sense does not primarily deal with the text, which is to be 

interpreted, but with the interpretation (Jordheim, 2001 p. 59). According to hermeneutics, the 

past cannot be reconstructed as such, but must be understood through the context of which the 

interpreter is a part (Jordheim, 2001, p. 51). “ All understanding is conditioned by the context 

or situation something is understood within” 16, which means that the interpreter brings in his 

or her own experiences when interpreting a text.  The reader enters into a dialogical 
                                                 
16 <http://www.hf.uio.no/ikos/ariadne/Idehistorie/framesettogm.htm>. 
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relationship with the past, and there is a fusion of the horizon between the past and the 

present, between the horizon of the text and the horizon of the reader. We get a better and 

more profound understanding not only of the text but also of ourselves (Ramberg, B; Gjesdal, 

K, 2005).17 Thus the reconstruction of a text’ s horizon happens within the reader’ s own 

horizon of understanding and the understanding of a text is conditioned by his or her 

inclinations and prejudices. All understanding is dependent on the context a given subject is 

understood within and this context or horizon is neither objective nor subjective.18  This 

means that one reader will bring in and highlight different elements of the text than another 

reader would. Hermeneutics further presupposes that in order to understand something with 

meaning we must always interpret the parts from a previous understanding of the whole to 

which the parts belong. When ��������	
� refers to despotism, he refers to the despotism of 

the Ottoman Sultan.  Consequently, having knowledge of the context from which the text 

originated is important when approaching a text, a context which I have briefly provided 

above, and which will unfold further below. 

 

2.5����Possible Influences on������������������������������	
���	
���	
���	
�’ Writings 
(����0 �(1992, p. 101–104) mentions the ordeals al-Kaw�kib� went through as a reason for his 

writings, but his ideas on the subject of despotism also sprang out from his studies of Islamic 

sciences, studies on Ibn Khaldoun and in addition to “ his acquaintance of the French 

revolutionary ideas and especially what they wrote (Montesquieu and Rousseau)”  ((����0 1�

1992, p. 104). He was further influenced by his contemporary writers on the subjects of 

despotism, freedom and progress (ibid.). (����0 �does not mention what al-Kaw�kib� read of 

literature pertaining to the French Enlightenment, and it is difficult to know how he 

understood the ideas of this period.  

We may assume from this that���������	
�, as were the other pioneers of the Arabic 

3 ����, was influenced by the ideas of European Enlightenment (Tomiche, “  �%&�” , EI) and 

when analysing the book I have found it useful to bring in elements from Rousseau, 

Montesquieu and Kant. His book has references to the system of checks and balance, which 

may have come from Montesquieu, but we do not know from which sources. ��������	
� 

does not employ the words “ checks and balance” , but states that the legislative power, /����� �

                                                 
17 <http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/hermeneutics/#Bib>. 
18 <http://www.hf.uio.no/ikos/ariadne/Idehistorie/framesettogm.htm>. 
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�� �� �4���, must be separated from the executive power, /����� ��� �� ��!�*, which again must be 

separated from the judicial power, quwwat al-mur�qiba (p. 438, § 1).  

When referring to religion as opium (p. 507, § 5), we must assume that it is an idea 

inherited from Marx. My reading is concerned with ��������	
�� text and not those of the 

Enlightenment thinkers, and I have primarily referred to these thinkers in order to understand 

his text, shed light on his ideas, emphasise his concerns and in order to place the text in a 

wider intellectual context. Yet, exploring possible influences has also been part of the process. 

Rousseau wrote on education, of which ��������	
� stresses the importance, whereas 

Montesquieu wrote on despotism and has been useful in order to clarify what���������	
� 

intends when he explains despotism. Kant wrote an essay; Beantwortung der Frage: Was ist 

Aufklärung, and I have found this essay useful references when trying to interpret ���

�����	
�� concept of knowledge. 

 

2.6 Understanding ��� 
����� 
����� 
����� 
��	��	��	��	�� 
The term ‘
�� 
��	�’  is not found in the Koran, and arabiCorpus19 quotes only one entry among 

its pre- modern Islamic sources. Lewis (1991, p. 156) says that the term has changed from 

classical times where it had “ connotations to arbitrary and capricious, rather than illegitimate 

or tyrannical rule” . Looking up ‘
�� 
��	�’  in the Encyclopaedia of Islam the reader is referred 

to ‘6��’ , which the dictionary translates as; ‘injustice’ , ‘unfairness’ , ‘inequity’ , ‘wrong’ , 

‘tyranny’ , ‘oppression’ , ‘despotism’  and ‘arbitrariness’ . ‘<��’ �is the Arabic term most often 

used for ‘tyranny’  (Lewis, 1991, p. 155) and Encyclopaedia of Islam gives the following 

definition: “ In the moral sphere, it denotes acting in such a way as to transgress the proper 

limit and encroach upon the right of some other person”  (Lewis,“ +, ��” , EI). The concept 

‘6��’ �is connected to political life, where it means the absence of justice (Tyan, “ ����” , EI).  

��������	
��relies to a large extent on the Koran in his criticism towards despotism. In 

the chapter “ Despotism and Religion” , I have counted 40 references to the Holy Book. In 

addition other references to the Koran are spread throughout the book. He also refers to the 

 ���$20 both directly and indirectly, and quotes the following; 

 

�	'"(�)�*�+	��,���(-	'"(�	.�&  

                                                 
19 <http://arabicorpus.byu.edu/> 
20 The recorded sayings and practices of the Prophet �, ������, which were collected after his death. They are 
taught as a part of Islamic theology.  
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“ the tyrant is God’ s sword, he takes revenge with it, thereafter he takes revenge upon it”  (p. 

441, § 2). 

 

I will place 6�� in a historical and religious context before I proceed with explaining 
�� 
��	�, 

as these two terms are closely related and because the concept of 6�� is an important part of 

the Islamic intellectual heritage which ��������	
��was exposed to.  

In his treatment of 
�� 
��	� he is not only continuing a long tradition within Islamic discourse, 

but is also touching upon an issue which is at the core of the Islamic faith. 

 

2.6.1 The concept of ‘<<<<��������’����in Islamic Discourse  
The Koran lays down a system of law and morality in the Islamic �����21 and it is the duty of 

Man to observe the implementations of these laws. To accomplish this, it has traditionally 

been thought that a leader with authority was needed in the Islamic community and the 

Islamic community would not be complete unless it was also a state (Hourani, 1962, p. 4).  

The purpose of the state and the duty of a good leader, according to Muslim sources, are to 

provide justice and enable the individual to live a good Muslim life; in return, the individual 

is expected to obey his ruler. The concept of limited government is important to Islamic 

political thought: rulers are reminded of their limited worldly power and are warned against 

transgressing the will of God. According to Islamic law the duty of obedience to a ruler who 

acts contrary to the divine law is suspended. The duty of the ruler is to apply, maintain and 

enforce the law, which is created by God and not by the state, and therefore he may neither 

amend nor abrogate the law (Lewis, 1991, p. 31).  

The Koran refers to 6�� and its derivatives more than 280 times and warns against 

oppression and injustice: 6�� is seen to have very negative connotations in the Holy Book 

(Lewis, “ +, ��” ,�EI). According to  ���$�not only is the unjust or the tyrant, 6	
�, damned, but 

so are his helpers and supporters. Injustice is seen as a social evil and its negative content is 

further emphasized by the praise of its opposite, namely justice. According to one of the� ���$; 

“ an hour of justice is better than sixty years of worship”  (Lewis, 1991, p. 143). The 

connection between justice and injustice can also be seen in the following� ���$: “ the most 

beloved of God’ s creatures and the nearest to Him is a just imam; the most hateful and the 

                                                 
21 The Islamic community. 
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most severely punished on the Day of Judgement is an oppressive imam”  (Lewis, 1991, p. 

143).  

The concept of injustice led to early theological debates of whether God can commit 

injustice or if individual responsibility exists for unjust acts. The school of � ��� �� 
�22�claimed 

that God, by His very nature, can commit no injustice due to his divine justice and reason 

(Gimaret, “ �, �- �D 	��” ,�EI;, while the �4���
,,�23 held that God in his unlimited omnipotence is 

the creator of both good and evil (Watt, “ �%�/�	” ,�EI;. The Koran confirms that God 

disapproves of injustice in several places, among them the following two verses: “ Thy Lord 

wrongs (6�	�; not his servants”  (Koran 41:46)24; “ Surely God wrongs not men anything, but 

themselves men wrong (6����)”  (Koran 10:44). This last verse appoints Man himself as the 

cause of injustice.  

The question of authority has frequently been raised throughout Islamic history. Al-

/az�l� (1058–1111) meant that any rule is better than chaos (Hourani, 1962, p. 14) and #
0 �

*�� �	� � ��(1263–1328) later said that religion and state are linked and so religion is in danger 

without the coercive power of the state. Without the discipline of the revealed law the state 

will turn into a tyrannical organization. Consequently, the essential function of the state is to 

see that justice prevails and to ordain good and forbid evil and #
0 �*�� �	� � ��considered the 

coercive power of the state to be preferable to anarchy (Laoust, “ #
0 �*�� �	� � �” , EI). 

Apostates came to be seen as worse than tyrants (Lewis, 1991, p. 90), and this gave rise to the 

idea that an unjust and oppressive leader was better than no leaders and anarchy. The various 

Muslim groups throughout history have often been encouraged to endure an oppressive ruler, 

as they will be rewarded for their patience and the ruler punished for his actions in the 

hereafter (Lewis, 1991, p. 70). According to  ���$�prayers against an unjust ruler will be 

heard, and victory over the 6	
� will be granted in the hereafter (Lewis, “ +, ��” , EI). 

The Tunisian historian, sociologist and philosopher #
0 �E ����0 �(Ibn Khaldoun, 1332–

82) stated that injustice,�6��, (#
0 �E ����0 ,�1997, p. 262;25�brings about the ruin of a country, 

and that justice will lead to prosperity. In fact,�#
0 �E ����0  dedicates a whole chapter in ��

� �/���
�� to the serious nature of injustice, explaining how it brings about the ruin of a 

civilization. He connected injustice to attacks on people’ s properties which destroyed the 
                                                 
22 Religious movement founded in Basra, Iraq, first half of the 8th century which was to become one of the most 
important theological schools of Islam. 
23 The theological school of �
�����'��0 �����? ��/��(born 873 in Basra), was the dominant school of the Arabic-
speaking parts of the cAbb�sid caliphate. The school differed from other schools in its use of rational arguments. 
24 Translation taken from Arberry. Verse 41:46 quotes in Arabic ��0�
�12,�!�3�-� 
24 The Arabic original is used in this reference. 
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incentive to gain property: “ When the incentive to acquire and obtain property is gone, people 

no longer make efforts to acquire any”  (#
0 ��%����0 , 1958, Vol. II, p. 103). Since 

civilizations are founded on people’ s productivity and they see no point in business under 

tyranny, injustice leads not only to the ruin of civilization, but also to the eradication of the 

human species. On the nature of injustice, he also stated that it can be committed only “ by 

persons who cannot be touched, only by persons who have power and authority”  (#
0 �

�%����0 , 1958, Vol. II, p. 107). 

 

2.6.2 The Lexical Meaning and Definitions of ��� 
����� 
����� 
����� 
��	�	�	�	�����

��������	
���term 
�� 
��	� is a form X ������ (verbal noun) formed from the root /
����/, 

and the verb is translated as ‘to proceed independently (in one’ s opinions)’ , ‘to monopolize’ , 

‘to take possession’  and ‘to rule despotically or tyrannically’ . The Wehr Dictionary translates 

the ������ as ‘arbitrariness’ , ‘highhandedness’ , ‘despotism’ , ‘autocracy’  and ‘absolutism’ . 

The dictionary ��� ���
� adds ‘totalitarianism’ , ‘dictatorship’  and ‘tyranny’ .  

Lane’ s Arabic-English Lexicon defines the verb 
�� ������: “ he was or became alone; 

independent of others; without any to share, or participate, with him” . Lane’ s lexicon also 

quotes the verb with the prepositional phrases: �
����,
�
�and �
����
�
1�where the political 

meaning or connotation of the term becomes clearer. The former is rendered as, “ he followed 

his own opinion only, with none to agree with him”  and the latter as, “ he obtained [absolute] 

predominance, or control over his affairs, so that people would not hear [or obey] any other” .  

Under the entry ‘despotism’ , The Oxford Dictionary of English-Arabic quotes 

‘0�=,	�’ , ‘
�� 
��	�’ �and ‘6��’  and the word ‘tyranny’  translates ‘0�=,	�’ , ‘
�� 
��	�’ �and ‘����’ .  

 Etymologically the word ‘tyrant’  comes from the Greek word ‘tyrannos’  translating 

into German ‘Gewaltherrscher’ . ‘Despot’  comes from Greek ‘dems-potes’  translating into 

German ‘Gewaltherr’  or ‘Hausherr’  (Kluge, 1975). The same dictionary notes that the word 

despot was used as title for kings of Serbia and Bulgaria and the word was made general at 

the time of the French revolution. ‘Gewaltherr’  is translated into English, ‘tyrant’  and ‘despot’  

(Oxford Duden 2005) which does not give a satisfactory answer as to which one of these two 

words to chose when translating Arabic 
�� 
��	�, or in this case its participle ������
��. 

‘Gewaltherr’  connotes someone who is proceeding independently and corresponds to 

Norwegian ‘enevoldsherre’  which the dictionary translates into English  ‘absolute ruler’ , 

‘autocrat’ , ‘despot’ , and ‘dictator’  (Kirkeby, 1986).  The word is used in Persian, ‘estebd�d’  

and translated into German ‘Absolutismus’ , ‘Despotismus’  and ‘Selbstherrschaft’  (Junker; 
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Alavi, 1968) and in Turkish the word ‘istibdat’  is translated into Norwegian ‘despotisme’  

‘absolutisme’  (Brendemoen; Tanrıkut, 1980).  

 ��� 
��	� became employed as an equivalent to the German ‘Absolutismus’  and 

‘Despotie’  in Arabic at the end of the 1860ies, brought back to use  by E �� /������0 ��- �*�0 	� 

(Rebhan, 1986, pp. 55–56). We may even assume that the term 
�� 
��	��was deliberately 

coined by the thinkers of the Arabic �����, to represent specifically the Western concept of 

‘despotism’ . Therefore, to understand ��������	
�F�concept of despotism, I will go on and 

explain how thinkers of the French Enlightenment separated between despotism and tyranny.   

 

2.6.3 ‘Despotism’ according to Montesquieu and Rousseau 
Despotism has, within a European intellectual context since Montesquieu, been used to 

characterize a system of total domination, distinguished from arbitrary abuse of power by a 

ruler, and seen in opposition to political freedom (Richter, 2003).26  It was when Louis XIV in 

1661 concentrated power in his hands, that the concept of despotism gained interest among 

French writers and thinkers. His absolutism, perhaps best described in his declaration, “ l’ état, 

c’ est moi” , became connected to the concept of ‘oriental despotism’  in China and the 

Ottoman Empire. This concept was based on a European perception that Asian governments 

and practices were servile in nature and had no concept of ownership, as the despot owned 

everything including the citizens. The Europeans, in comparison to the ‘Orientals’ , were 

considered to be free.  

Montesquieu separated between tyranny and despotism and gave new meaning to the 

concept of despotism. While tyrannical regimes came to be seen as the deviation of an 

individual ruler, despotic regimes were considered to encompass a whole system of political 

governance. Despotism came to be seen as a system of total submission stemming from fear. 

Whereas civic virtue was attributed to republics, fear was attributed to despotic governments 

(Richter, 2003).27 Montesquieu stated that the, “ general uncertainty created by the caprice of 

the despot and his viziers impoverishes the mass of men, commerce is unrewarding, the 

products of labour, incalculable”  (Richter, 2003).28 Montesquieu defined despotic government 

as “ that in which a single person directs everything by his own will and caprice”  

(Montesquieu, p. 8).  

                                                 
26 Dictionary of the History of Ideas, “ Despotism” , University of Virginia: <http://etext.virginia.edu/cgi-
local/DHI/dhi.cgi?id=dv2-01>. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid. 
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Rousseau differentiated between the tyrant and the despot, defining them as: “ The 

tyrant is he, who contrary to law assumes the power to govern, and then follows the law; the 

despot puts himself above the laws themselves. Thus the tyrant may not be a despot, but a 

despot is always a tyrant”  (Richter, 2003).29 According to Montesquieu, the distinction 

between monarchy and despotism lays in whether the sovereign governs by fixed and 

established laws or not. As previously mentioned, the principle of despotism is fear and 

people are kept in a state of fear by the threat of punishment. The citizens of the despotic state 

are characterized by their passive obedience and blind submission to the sovereign and the 

fact that they live under fear, violence, isolation and general poverty: Man’ s status is thus 

reduced to that of beasts in his compliance to the sovereign. The goal of the despotic 

government is to produce order and tranquillity, but because of the fear it generates, its 

citizens experience little peace. Rich or poor, all citizens are equal in the despotic state 

according to Montesquieu, equal in their misery and servitude (Boesche, 1990, p. 743–744).  

��� 
��	� according to al-������
�� understanding cannot be seen as deviation of a 

single ruler. ��� 
��	�,�as will be seen in the following chapters, infiltrates and shapes the whole 

of society in all its layers, it is a social phenomenon. Therefore, due to Montesquieu’ s 

understanding of ‘despotism’  as a social system penetrating the whole of society I have 

chosen to translate 
�� 
��	� into English ‘despotism’ . Considering that the term 
�� 
��	� came 

into active use in the Arabic language at the time of the pioneers of the Arabic �����, we may 

also see it as an attempt of translating a European concept in order to suit ones own political 

reality.   

 

2.6.4 ‘Despotism’ and the Contemporaries of ��������������������������	
���	
���	
���	
� 
The idea of 
�� 
��	�, ‘despotism’  gained interest among ��������	
���contemporaries. It was 

the backwardness and regression of society that the pioneers of the Arabic ����� set out to 

explain and improve with the borrowing of European ideas and the help of their Islamic past. 

Some of them were sponsored by various sovereigns and sent to study in Europe, where they 

became acquainted with European philosophy. Arabs became acquainted with the thoughts of 

the European Enlightenment after Napoleon’ s invasion of Egypt in 1978. Arab intellectuals 

visited Europe and brought back the concepts of human rights, the individual’ s participation 

in national elected assemblies, gender equality and equality to the law. In Arabic rhetoric, the 

encountering of the European world with the Arab world is called the shock, ��������, 

                                                 
29 Ibid. 
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((�/�
�? �, 2005, p. 15). Such a meeting was of course not new, but this particular one brought 

about the Arabic �����: Arabs were woken up from their long slumber by the European 

encounter and, as a result of this, their “ minds and eyes were opened up”  ((�/�
�? �, 2005, p. 

16–17). (����0 �(1992, pp. 47–53) has a chapter on the contemporary thinkers of���������	
� 

and their use of 
�� 
��	�. Looking briefly at how these various writers used the term will help 

place����	�
������� 
��	������ ��	�
������� 
��	� into its historical context; ‘despotism’  was a 

political reality and this reality was dealt with in political and religious writings of his time. 

The Egyptian author and educationist � 	6����� �� ��=�(�%=����(1801–73) came to be a 

symbol of the Arabic renaissance. He was one of the first to visit Europe in order to study its 

culture when sent to France by the Egyptian ruler �, �����������. He brought back with him 

a new understanding of politics, and introduced concepts like freedom, fatherland, ��0��, 

political instruction, political administration and the functions of the ruler and the ruled 

((����0 , 1992, p. 47). He became acquainted with the ideas of Voltaire, Rousseau and 

Montesquieu (Hourani, 1962, p. 69), and came to see the necessity of the latter’ s idea of a 

system of checks and balance in government, namely to separate legislative from executive 

and judicial power ((����0 , 1992, p. 47). He held that man becomes a full member of the 

society when society is directed by the principle of justice and the purpose of the government 

is the welfare of the ruled. These were notions which fitted well within the framework of 

Islam. The traditional Islamic view of the state is that the ruler possesses absolute executive 

power, but that his use of power should be tempered by respect for the law and those who 

preserve it (Hourani, 1962, p. 70). Among the new ideas that �=�(�%=����emphasised were the 

concept that people should share and participate in the process of government and the idea 

that people should be educated for this purpose. He further held that laws must change 

according to circumstances (Hourani, 1962, p. 70). Despite bringing to attention the idea of 

the general populace’ s participation in government, he concluded that this solution was not 

relevant to the problems of Egypt (Hourani, 1962, p. 73) and his writings say little of the 

people and their role in government ((����0 , 1992, p. 47).  

The Tunisian statesman and theorist E �� /������0 ��- �*�0 	��(1822/23–89) held that the 

ruler should be limited by the means of law and consultation. Limitation of the ruler would 

serve to prevent him committing evil acts ((����0 , 1992, p. 49), whilst the ����	)�and the 

notables would have to be able to speak freely to him in order to advise him (Hourani, 1962, 

p. 90). Despotism, 
�� 
��	�, according to��- �*�0 	�, was the complete absence of considering 
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the community’ s opinion, ruling under the influence of personal desire and conduct, 

motivated by greed ((����0 , 1992, p. 49).  

The view that the general populace were not fit to rule and that participation in 

government would require an educated public was also present in the writings of the 

philosopher and journalist, 2����������0 ����)�6 � �0 ��(1838/39–1897)30 and his student, the 

Egyptian Muslim theologian �, ���������
�, %�@1849–1905). ���)�6 � �0 ��linked, despotism, 


�� 
��	�, to justice, saying that justice could only be brought about through ‘restricted power’ ,�

��/���������/�,,��� ((����0 , 1992, p. 50). He viewed despotism,�
�� 
��	�, as the rule of 

the individual, in a form of sovereignty not including the nation and not based on laws. ���

)�6 � �0 ��warned against elected assemblies which functioned as mere puppets in governmental 

affairs, as such assemblies would be merely formal and of no value ((����0 , 1992, p. 50). 
��
�, % came to separate between ‘despotism’  and ‘absolute despotism’ ,���
�� 
��	������0�/, 

permitting the former but prohibiting the latter. He held that in order to manage governmental 

administration the nation needed instruction, but that whilst the nation was  being educated in 

political administration it should be ruled by a form of restricted government, or a “ just 

despotism”  ��
�� 
��	�����	�
1��%5 4  aim was to make room for justice ((����0 , 1992, p. 50).  

The Syrian scholar and journalist )���
�#��8 �(1856–85), also a student of ���� 6 � �0 �, 

held that justice could only be realized through the cooperation of the nation. He defined 

despotism as “ the conduct of one in the group, by their blood, their fortune and their beliefs, 

by what his desires impose on him and his opinion requires from him”  ((����0 , 1992, p. 52).  

In short, the concept ‘despotism’ , ‘
�� 
��	�’ , among Arab scholars was defined as a 

lack of consultation and the absence of fixed laws. They were inclined to view the uneducated 

population as not yet ready to participate in governmental affairs, and leant heavily on the 

Islamic idea that sovereigns should rule through the consultation of specialists. These were 

ideas in circulation in the time and milieu of al-Kaw�kab�.    

 

2.6.5 Al-Kawakibi’s Definitions of Despotism 
At the beginning of the book ��������	
��connects 
�� 
��	��to the body of politics, but he later 

locates 
�� 
��	��in all layers of society. As for the relation to politics ��������	
��refers to 


�� 
��	��as;  

 

                                                 
30 His place of birth is disputed: he was either born in Afghanistan or in Persia. 
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4����56"'��7%8"9�����:9��; <8="�� 
 

“ acting with capriciousness in common affairs,”  (p. 435, § 3) and:   
 

>�'���; �?$8��; @2'"+#��$7��=(��@�0�AB7C�D����$8�E8���3�8F 
7%8"9���&  

 

 “ man’ s self-conceit in opinion and disdain of accepting (sincere) advice or independence in 

opinion and in common shared rights”  (p. 437, § 1).  

 

 
7G�H7-�I������0"+���2J��(B���0"+#����8�������K�L��;"��M3�8N$8O�,-	,B$���D

P�����?�Q5'R$&  
 

“ By despotism one particularly means despotism of the government, as [the government] is 

the major manifestation of its harm [and that] which made Man the most miserable of all 

living creatures (p. 431, § 2). Consequently; 

 
�S2TG�; ���0"+#�0U<�H2��7V�9����1��>�'W; X���$�8 <8=U�OA��+����7�&  

 

“ Despotism, in the terminology of the politicians, is capricious behaviour of an individual or a 

group in [dealing with] people’ s rights, with arbitrary will, without fear of responsibility”  (p. 

431, § 3).  

 

A despotic government also includes;  

 

-�IW7.�3�����$70
Y���	I���5��U?���Z
T����8C��	%����7�[\"(�����'����8C��	%�����6�$L�9U
@�:�-8�F��%5"-&  

 
“ the government of the sovereign individual autocrat, who has taken possession over the 

regime by means of seizure or inheritance. It also includes the limited, elected, individual, 

sovereign whenever he is not responsible”  (p. 438, § 1). 

 

From these initial statements about despotism ��������	
� proceeds with his description of 

the despotic society, how it comes to shape and mould the society, its individuals and their 

behaviour towards one another. 
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A man who wishes to profess goodness at all 
times will come to ruin among so many who are 
not good. Therefore it is necessary for a prince 
who wishes to maintain himself to learn how not 
to be good. 

Machiavelli, The Prince, p. 51 

 

3. Infiltration of Despotism into Society 

3.1 The Landscape of Despotism 
Montesquieu’ s idea that despotism, in opposition to tyranny, contains a whole system of 

domination means that despotism creates a particular society; perhaps it is possible to say that 

it forms a particular landscape. He wrote that despotism is characterized by fear, violence, 

isolation and general poverty:31 its goal is to create tranquillity, but it cannot create any peace 

(Montesquieu,  p. 59). People live under fear, physical and psychological isolation, and this 

isolation prevents the communication necessary for organized political opposition and 

increases people’ s suspicion towards one another (Boesche, 1990, pp. 745–746). A will be 

shown, ��������	
� notes that people are deprived of cooperation in a despotic state, but 

contrary to Montesquieu, he does not think despotism to create stability. Instead, fear, 

ignorance and chaos are the traits that characterise his despotic society. Looking at society 

and the landscape despotism creates is important as it produces certain conditions, promoting 

some characteristics and restricting others. In the despotic society of���������	
�1 knowledge 

cannot grow, and so the despotism creates conditions where ignorance becomes a prevalent 

feature.  

 

3.1.1 Society and the Individual 
��������	
� compares the tribe, qawm, to a jungle, )�����; if left unattended or neglected it 

will become overgrown with trees. Eventually most of the trees will become sick; the strong 

will overcome the weak and destroy them. Whereas a just government functions like a 

gardener and keeps the jungle ordered, being concerned with its blooming, despotic 

                                                 
31 Montesquieu also offered a second theory of despotism. He described a despotism of pleasure and avarice with 
possibilities of commerce (Boesche, 1990). Florence under the despotic regime of the Medici, the family for 
whom Machiavelli wrote The Prince, is an example of a flourishing despotic state in Medieval Italy, (Greer, 
1968, p. 263–267) and France under the control of Louis XIV, which Montesquieu came to call despotic, 
increased production and exports (Greer, 1968, p. 358–359). As ��������	
� is dealing with the sort of 
despotism that leads to the misery of the citizen and the decay of the society, it is not the place here to further 
comment on Montesquieu’ s second theory.   
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government will ruin and demolish it. While the fruits of the just government become strong, 

ripe and beautiful, the fruits of the despotic government will rot (p. 486, § 2). 

���������
� sees the nation as a group of individuals who are tied together by bonds 

of kinship, �����, fatherland, ��0��, language, or religion. The nation in relation to its 

individuals is like the construction of a building, and:  

 

$]��̂-E�(0���$��%_ �'��E�(0����I�P���#������(�_ �'�D���IU��0�� &  
 

“ just like the structure is a totality [consisting] of parts; and as the parts will be in kind, beauty 

and strength so will the structure be”  (p. 505, § 4). 

 

He goes on to portray society and its individuals as a house in which each room has its 

prescribed function (p. 521, line 21–23). The condition of society, he holds, depends on the 

condition of the individuals, to the extent that the condition of one person can affect the whole 

nation. Like a defective wall, even when one does not notice the defect, can make the whole 

structure of a fort fragile and come to ruin the whole building, one person might affect the 

whole of society (p. 505, § 4). 

A despotic society is ruled by what ��������	
� calls the “ laws of the prisoner’ s life” , 

/��	���� �,	� ���������(p. 502, § 5). He refers here to the citizen as a ‘prisoner’ , �����, an 

attribute I will explain below (cf. 41). These are the laws that the prisoner organizes himself 

by, determined by the conditions around him and he faces the tyranny, � �������, over himself:  

 

8F�="��L��"��7B��T����A�2"�����
BP�9��L���U�&  
 

“ with grovelling self-abasement and the settling of power over him by means of leniency and 

compliance”  (p. 502, § 5). 

 

Al-Kaw�kab� describes despotism as a ‘violent cold wind with a tornado’ , �� ��������!��
�
��	� 

(p. 496 § 4) which does not allow for stability, but instead creates chaos, !���	. Determined 

by chaos, there is no system to the prisoner’ s life and morality: 

 

���8%�B�̂R5�6� ��(F 0̀=��������H���0�a�0� �8�' ;������&  
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“ he may become rich and appears noble [and] gentle, he may be called poor and become 

mean [and] cowardly”  (p. 486, § 5).  

 

He cannot be in control of his morality as long as he remains like a bridled animal: he does 

not make any choices, but instead they are made for him, and he:  

 

 �̀8��[��b�W[��c�8��%c����&&&P��3d�#M8�FP��3d�e8�"���D�����������Q�8�+D� 
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“ lives like a feather, it blows where the wind blows… the prisoner then is lower than the 

animal because he moves by the will of others, not by his own will”  (p. 486, § 4). 

 

Everything is confused under despotism - intellectual life, practical life, family life, social life 

and political life (p. 514, § 1):  
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“ and thus he lives like mere chance call him to live”  (p. 486, § 5). 

 

The pressure of living in a despotic society produces certain effects on individuals. Due to the 

chaotic circumstances of their lives, ��������	
� notes that the prisoners of despotism:  
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“ live low in awareness, low in perceptions, low in morals”  (p. 507 § 3). 

 

They are deprived of self-confidence and the will to act, and possess no determination. The 

prisoners are not able to move: ‘they possess no movement’ , 	� ��	� �!��
� he says, comparing 

the pressure under which they live to that of worms under a rock, striving to lift it even 

though it means to rub off particle by particle [of the stone] (p. 507, § 3) and:  
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“ thus lives the prisoner from the moment of being a living creature in anguish and stress, 

hurrying from between the lintel of anxieties and the valley of grief”  (p. 501, § 4). 

 

The prisoners of the despotic government are in a vegetative state, which resembles 

sleep in that they are neither alive and nor dead, but inhabit a state between life and death. 

They do not feel, (4�����;, he says, and as they do not feel they are like the dead (p. 509, § 5). 

In this drowsy condition, the citizen loses his determination and self-confidence – he lets 

others turn his will and assets against him (p. 516, § 5). It is as if the individuals in ���

�����	
�� society are frozen: they neither feel nor move, and the wind rages, buffeting them. 

 

3.1.2 The Advancement of Man and Society 
In the chapter on “ Despotism and Advancement” , ��������	
� discusses the concept of 

movement or advancement in creation. He says that: 
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“ movement is an active law in the creation, alternating between rising and falling”  (p. 505, § 

1).  

 

The upward movement is a sign of life, whereas falling indicates movement towards death. 

But despotism prevents Man’ s natural quest for advancement. It turns the movement from 

advancement, � ���//
�, to decline, 
� 
0	0, from progress, � �/�����, to backwardness,�

� ���: : ��, from growth to extinction. The nation’ s natural disposition to search for 

advancement is turned into a demand to fall, � ���!!� (p. 506, § 2–3). Man, by his very nature, 

strives to advance as long as he is not prevented from doing so (p. 506, § 5–6). His 

advancement is not only connected to himself, his intellectual capacity and selfish concerns, 

but it is a will to advance on behalf of the whole of humanity. This advancement goes through 

various stages: the first stage begins with him and later becomes linked to the people around 

him and his society:  
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And the vital advancement which Man gradually proceeds in by means of his innate character and 
ardour is firstly: The advancement in the body in health and delight, secondly: The advancement in 
strength by means of knowledge and wealth, thirdly: The advancement in the self by means of natural 
disposition and glorious deeds, fourthly: The advancement with the family; cooperating and socializing, 
fifthly: The advancement with the kinsfolk, helping in emergencies and sixthly: The advancement with 
humanity and this is the utmost advancement (p. 505, § 5).   

 

Man’ s moral laws specify that his duty is firstly to himself, secondly towards his family, then 

towards his people and lastly towards humanity (p. 486, § 3):  
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“ and he sees delight in renewal and invention … as if he has a function in the advancement of 

the whole of mankind”  (p. 522, § 5). 

 

 Man’ s natural disposition then, according to ��������	
�1 is to demand progress on 

his own behalf and that of the whole of humanity, but he is forced to act against his nature by 

the circumstances created by the despotic climate. As despotism turns progress into regression 

and these are both concepts of movement, it can be said that despotism steals one’ s ability to 

move. Man wants progress, but despotism turns this into decline and regression. Despotism 

thus has the property to make Man act against his nature.  

 

 

3.1.3 Inversion of the Rights  
A feature of despotism, according to���������	
�, is that despotism inverts the rights, for it:  
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“ turns upside down the rights…despotism turns the rights in the [people’ s] minds” . 

 

One example of this can be seen in the fact that the people are made the servants of the 

government instead of the government serving the people. The government therefore serves 

its own interests and not those of the public (p. 485, § 2). Despotism further destroys religion, 

using it as a tool in order to serve its own ends (p. 485, § 2) and morality is consequently 

corrupted. Religion becomes a mere symbol of worship and so loses its power to purify the 
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soul, � �0���������!� � (p. 496, § 4): instead, it is like opium for the senses, ����!,� ��!���� 
�� (p. 

507, § 5), and it becomes consolation in the hereafter (p. 498, § 2). Thus Man’ s concern for 

his worldly life is removed, and he confuses worship of God with that of the tyrant (p. 515, § 

1).  George Orwell’ s descriptions in his book 1984 of how the citizens of Oceania are led to 

believe something one day and the opposite next day, according to what suits the ruling party 

or “ Big Brother” , are similar to ��������	
�� idea of how despotism plays with people’ s 

minds:  
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“ Despotism forces people to deem permissible lie, trickery, betrayal and self-abasement and 

[forces them] to coerce the perception, to kill the self, to discard the effort and to neglect the 

work”  (p. 499, § 4).  

 

Despotism compels even the best people to befriend hypocrisy (p. 486, § 6) and: 
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despotism inverted the matter and then made the citizens servants to the ruler … and the people 
followed in his designation: good advice as curiosity, jealousy as hostility, audacity as arrogance, to 
defend is folly and compassion is sickness, as they agreed with him with regard to the fact that 
hypocrisy is politics, trickery is courtesy, meanness is friendliness and depravity is gentleness (p. 485, § 
2). 

 

The difference between the East and the West, ��������	
� suggests, is that the Westerners 

make their sovereigns swear to serve the people and commit to the law, whereas the sovereign 

of the East makes his subjects swear to submit and obey. The Westerner considers himself 

owner of public property – in contrast, the Easterner considers himself a child of the despot 

and regards whatever is in front of him as the despot’ s property (p. 492, § 3).  

 

3.1.4 Cooperation Lost����
Another feature of a despotic society is the lack of cooperation between its members. The 

landscape of despotism creates a situation of every man for himself and so the individual 
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makes no effort on behalf of society.  The result of this unstable despotic society is that its 

citizens are deprived of the fruits of cooperation, and they live poor, wretched, indifferent, 

weak, negligent and failing (p. 489, § 2). Cooperation is the greatest secret in existence, ���

�����	
� reveals, and through cooperation everything except God is accomplished:  
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Cooperation is the greatest secret in the universe. Everything except God alone is accomplished through 
it. Through [cooperation] is the accomplishment of the celestial bodies, the accomplishment of all life, 
the accomplishment of the creations, the accomplishment of varieties and kinds, the accomplishment of 
nations and tribes, the accomplishment of families, the cooperation [among] members. Yes, cooperation 
contains the secret of doubling the strength as to the quadrupling of moral laws. It contains the secret of 
continuity in works…Yes, cooperation is the secret of all secrets in the successful outcome of the 
civilized nations (p. 489, § 3). 

 

Only by cooperation can the people restrict the powers of their government and build a 

continuous society, as cooperation leads to unity, mutual love and agreement (p. 490, § 1) 

Cooperation in public affairs also leads to love of the fatherland (p. 491, § 3) and so 

encourages the citizen to work for the community and allows the nation to make progress and 

flourish. 

Thus society and individuals are closely linked, where society forms the structure and 

the individuals represent the various parts of this structure. Under despotism, society is to a 

large part destroyed, as individuals are deprived the possibility of cooperation and the social 

system vanishes (p. 487, § 2), and:  
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“ despotism becomes like the leech, it likes the place where it sucks the blood of the nation, 

and it does not separate from the nation until the nation dies and it dies as the nation dies”  (p. 

516, § 3). 

  

 This is how ��������	
� perceives the despotic society. I will in the following proceed 

with my reading where I will show the relation between the various groups of society and 

their relations to each other. These relations are important in ��������	
���view how 
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despotism spreads throughout all layers of society and as a result restricts and limits the 

spread of knowledge.  

 

3.2 Despotism as a Disease 
A special feature of despotic administration is that the despotic nature of the individual does 

not confine itself to the rulers, but infiltrates the whole of society and spreads into every 

home. The Arab writer G�	��)���0  mentions this particular feature in his book 1� ������

� ���� (1899):  

 

If despotism, 
�� 
��	�1 takes hold of a nation, its influence does not stop in the inclinations as it is the 
inclination of the great sovereign. It connects him to whoever is around him and from them to those 
who are under them…The nature of this condition is that Man does not respect anything but power and 
he is not deterred, except by means of fear. And since the woman is weak the man suppressed her rights 
and started to treat her with contempt and degradation, stepping with his feet on her personality, the 
woman lived in deep inferiority, whatever her status in the family: a wife, or a mother, or a daughter, 
she has no value or opinion or honour, submitted to the man because he is man and she is woman…he 
has freedom and she has slavery, he has knowledge and she has ignorance, he has intellect and she has 
stupidity, he has light and vast space and she has darkness and prison (pp. 15–16). 

 

While G�	��)���0  in these lines describes how woman is suppressed by man due to the 

spread of despotism, ��������	
� does not portray women and her suppression under men in 

particular, but holds that all individuals living under the despotic state are suppressed by the 

surroundings in which they live, rich and poor, women and men, they all suffer under 

despotism.       

��������	
� compares despotism to a disease, �	�, in need of treatment, ���	�: 
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The materialist says: The disease is the power and the remedy is the resistance. The politician says: The 
disease is the enslavement of the creature and the remedy is the recovery of freedom. The philosopher 
says: The disease is the power to coerce and the remedy is the power to demand justice… The strong 
says: The disease is the existence of leaders without bridle and the remedy is binding them (their 
binding) with heavy chains (p. 435, line 21–23, p. 436, line 5).  

 

Looking at the various parts of society as a body has a long tradition in human thought. Plato 

is perhaps the most prominent philosopher to have used such metaphors of disease and 

remedy when he depicted society as the patient and the statesman as the healer (Popper, 
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uvwxa, p. 40). While the ultimate aim of any remedy, according to ��������	
�, is the spread 

of knowledge, so that the citizens will come to control the sovereign, Plato’ s remedy is 

propaganda, so that the ruled majority can be controlled (Popper, 1945a, p. 139). Plato 

considered the well-being of society as the most important factor needed to achieve progress 

(Popper, 1945a, p. 108), ��������	
� considered the well-being of the individual as more 

important. Machiavelli also used metaphors of illness and remedies when he instructed the 

prince to be aware of any danger: “ Once evils are recognized ahead of time they may be 

easily cured: but if you wait for them to come upon you, the medicine will be too late, 

because the disease will have become incurable”  (Machiavelli, p. 12). He applied the image of 

disease to political crises, which could deprive the prince of his power. ��������	
� also 

relates disease to political crises, but uses the metaphor differently. He applies the image to 

the despotic administration, on the grounds that it causes its citizens to suffer and fall ill:  
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Yes! Despotism is the greatest misfortune because it is an infectious chronic disease with intrigues, it is 
a lasting draught with obstructing the actions and it is a constant fire with plundering and usurpation, a 
torrential stream to civilisation. And fear that consumes the hearts, darkness that blinds the sights, pain 
that does not abate, a tyrant that has no mercy and a story of evil that does not end/a never-ending story 
of evil (p. 441, § 4).  

 

 

While Machiavelli wrote a manual on how the prince could best stay in power by using of 

abuse and deception to support his evil nature, ��������	
�� project is in stark contrast: to 

help the citizens rid themselves of the tyrant. 

The thinkers of the French Enlightenment came to differentiate between ‘despotism’  

and ‘tyranny’  (cf. pp. 22–23), a distinction ��������	
� does not make. He does not separate 

between the various types of governments, whether ‘despotic’ , ‘authoritarian’  or ‘tyrannical’ . 

This means that he does not separate between ‘tyranny’ , on the one hand, as the deviation of a 

single ruler with limited consequences on the society, and ‘despotism’ , on the other hand, as 

containing a whole social system. Though he does acknowledge differences in the arbitrary 

behaviour of governments, his purpose is to describe the characteristics of despotism, not the 

various forms of government. Therefore he also ascribes ‘despotism’  to an “ elected individual 
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ruler who does not behave responsibly”  (p. 438, § 1).32 Yet, by explaining despotism as a 

virus, which takes hold over the body, the despotism ��������	
� has in mind is closer to the 

despotism Montesquieu explained: he does not describe the arbitrariness of a single ruler, but 

instead sets out to explain how despotism spreads throughout society and destroys the social 

body and to show how despotism creates a social system with its own social logic:  
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” it has been stated above that despotism presses the intellect and corrupts it, plays with the 

religion and corrupts it and fights science and corrupts it”  (p. 463, § 1). 

 

3.2.1 Al-Kaw�kib�’s Despotic Society 
Despotism creates a particular kind of society, with damaging effects on the individuals 

within it. The structure of such a society allows despotism to infiltrate the whole society, from 

those in positions of authority and into the homes of the citizens. How and why does 

despotism gain such a tight grip on society, and what are the consequences of this upon 

society and the individuals living it?  

��������	
� portrays throughout the book how despotism spreads: it is not an 

unconscious process, but a well-calculated one. This mechanism can be best demonstrated by 

depicting how ��������	
� divides society. He does not divide society into upper and lower 

classes, but explains it by showing the relations of different people and various groups to the 

despot. This does not mean that he does not recognize the existence of lower and upper 

classes, the poor and the rich; class affiliation however does not explain the spread of 

despotism into society, since the despot takes his helpers from all layers of society, from the 

lowest of the common people to the nobles. Whether rich or poor, everybody living under the 

despotic state is wretched (p. 507, § 3) and the low moral standards spread like a virus to the 

extent that the upper classes become like the lower ones (p. 490, § 4). Montesquieu also noted 

the equality of suffering regardless of class affiliation when he wrote that every despotic 

government reduces its population to uniformity and mediocrity: its subjects are all on the 

same level, and so they are all slaves (Montesquieu, p. 74). 

 

                                                 
32 Cf. p. 26 for citation in Arabic. 
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3.2.2 The Various Groups 
The main groups in ��������	
�� society besides the despot, ��������
��, himself are the, ��
c���	) the religious scholars33, and �������,�, the citizens or �����	��, the common people.�

The despot is not alone, for he has helpers, ������	�, whom he employs for various reasons 

and purposes. ��������	
��also briefly mentions the nobility and specialists, and separates 

them from the general populace, but I will not deal with these separately for now. First I will 

depict what characterizes the despot, the c���	) and citizens. I will then look at the function 

of his helpers, as their particular function is important for the consequences of despotism 

upon the society and the individual. Their roles are important in understanding how despotism 

is created, reproduced and sustained in ��������	
�� model of the society. 

 

3.2.3 The Despot 
The main character in the text is the despot, and his different traits are described throughout 

the book. None of these traits are positive, and are described through the use of metaphors and 

similes. An interesting feature of the text is that ���������
� defines the term ‘despot’  

through the use of  ‘synonyms’  and ‘antonyms’  (cf. pp. 63–65). By citing the antonyms, he 

explains what the despot is not, while at the same time, he implies what the good ruler or 

government is or ought to be. The synonyms he employs in order to define ‘despot’  are; 

����	�, ‘tyrant’ , 0	=�,�, ‘oppressor’ ,  	� 
���
�����
�
,�‘dictator”  and  	� 
����0�/, ‘absolute 

ruler’ . The antonyms are �	�
�, ‘just’ , ����� 
,,�, ‘responsibility’ , muqayyada, ‘restricted’  and 

���� � �
,,�, ‘constitutional’ , (p. 437, § 3). The antonyms he quotes in this passage are traits 

associated with government more than the despot himself, but they are used in order to clarify 

the characteristics the ruler and his administration ought to have. He further portrays the 

despot as he who:  
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“ proceeds in the affairs of people by his own will, not by their will and governs them with his 

caprice not by their law… He puts the heel of his foot over the mouths of millions of people 

to  prevent them (the mouths) from expressing the right and issuing a common demand for it”  

(p. 440, § 4). 

                                                 
33 ��������	
� employs the term c���	) with various meanings, cf. p. 40–41. 
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 “ The despot is the enemy of right, the enemy of freedom and the killer both of them”  (p. 440, 

§ 5) and:  
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“ the despot is a human who is inclined by nature to evil”  (p. 440, § 7). 

 

He is further portrayed as a wolf that attacks the sheep (p. 440, § 2) and a traitorous tutor who 

exploits the weak, defenceless orphan’ s wealth (p. 457, § 1) and is compared to a bat hunting 

vermin and a jackal stealing poultry (p. 457, § 2). These are the various personae of the 

despot: he is a person, or a group, who takes possession of the regime by seizure or 

inheritance (p. 438, § 1), he is the heir of the throne, leader of the army or the holder of 

religious authority (p. 438, § 2). While the despot is the one in charge for the suppression and 

misery of others he is also described as the most miserable of all of them. ��������	
��tells an 

anecdote about Nero asking one of the poets:  
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“ who is the most miserable of people? The one who if people mention despotism, is an 

example of it in their imagination”  (p. 464, § 3).  

 

& 

3.2.4 The Common People 
The major group in ��������	
�� society is formed by the common people,������	��7�He 

does not distinguish them by religious adherence or, in general, whether they are rich or poor. 

They are the ones who are not specialised, who are neither scholars nor nobles (� �/8 ���, 

2003, p. 34). In line with al-Kaw�kab�’ s language, they could probably be described with the 

rather stigmatizing expression, ‘the masses’ , as he does not make any distinction between 

their various traits. When he asks in the text who are the common people, he replies:  
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“ Those are the ones, when they are ignorant, they fear and when they fear, they surrender. 

Just as they are those who when they learn, they speak and when they speak, they act”  (p. 

459, § 1).  

 

This definition suggests that the common people is a group of people easily led by the 

information they receive. It also suggests a potential traits of the citizens in terms of the fact 

that they can surrender or act: either way, they shape society. In the age of despotism, the 

common people are:  
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“ young orphans who sleep and do not know anything”  (p. 440, § 5).  

 

From this we must assume that they passively surrender, in the same way as one neither feels 

nor acts whilst asleep. He also defines the term ‘citizens’ ,‘��������,�’ , by means of synonyms: 

they are )���	 , ‘prisoners’ , ������=
�� �, ‘inferior’ ,������	�, ‘miserable’ , and �������
� � �, 

‘vegetative’ .34  ��������	
� then quotes antonyms to this: �� �	�, ‘free’ ,�)��	�, ‘mighty’ ,�

)� ,	), ‘vital’ ,�and )��
� � 	), ‘powerful’  (p. 437, § 3). Defining the citizens in this manner, he 

makes their harsh living conditions clearer, while at the same time, he describes the 

conditions and qualities the citizens ought to have. The citizens are important to the despot, 

since they are his force and nutrition (p. 459, § 2; p. 485, § 2) and because without any 

citizens to rule over, he has no power.  

When referring to the subjects living under despotism, he employs several words. 

Among them are �����	��1 ‘the common people’ ,�����,�, which translates as ‘herd’ , ‘flock’ , 

‘subjects’  and ‘citizens’ , and ������, ‘prisoner’ . By using the term ����,�, ��������	
� makes a 

point about the citizens and their relation to the despot. As the term also has the connotation 

of ‘herd’ , the reader easily understands that the sheep being attacked by the wolf, as described 

above, are in fact the citizens living under the despotic rule being attacked by the despot. 

They are subjects to the assault of vermin and jackals, and they are the orphans subjected to 

bad treatment from the traitorous tutor. They are the ones acted upon by the despot.  

                                                 
34 The word is difficult to translate into proper English, but is supposed to denote a life similar to that of plants. 
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The word ��������	
� employs most widely when referring to the citizen is ‘prisoner’ . 

Man is created free and then taken prisoner, he says (p. 488, § 6), which seems to suggest that 

he is taken prisoner for doing nothing more than staying in the land in which he was born. It is 

an interesting description as he, by using this term, gives a clear picture of both the individual 

and society, because if the citizens are in chains, then society in which they live must 

therefore be a prison.  

What are then the characteristics of a prisoner? He is tormented,�����**��, and he 

lives as if troubled by nightmares. His life is spiritless: his body exists, but it has no soul. He 

is like the living dead. He does not own himself (p. 487, § 2; p. 521, line 13–14), but he is 

steered by bridles, meaning that he is deprived of the ability to move of his own accord. As 

his will is taken from him, he cannot make choices, as others make them for him. 

Consequently, he cannot be held responsible for his moral decay; because he can only be 

moral when he is able to make a moral choice and he is in need of a will to make moral 

choices. “ What is will? That is the mother of morals” , ��������	
� says: “�	��
,�����
�	��> �

? 
,�����������: 	/” , (p. 486, § 4). The difference between Man and animals is that the human 

being is able to make moral choices, but the position of Man under despotism is below that of 

animals. Steered by bridles, he cannot move by his own will nor can he make moral choices 

(p. 486, § 4). As animals can move by their own will and Man cannot, his status becomes 

closer to that of a plant, hence ��������	
� suggests vegetative, �������
� � �, as a synonym to 

the citizen living under the despotic state. As a result, Man living under despotism is deprived 

of the elements that make him human. 

 

3.2.5 ����. ���. ���. ���. �������)))) 
Who exactly the ����	�, the scientists, are,�is not clear from the text. The term most often 

refers to Islamic scholars, but it may also refer to any intellectual who is able enlighten others 

with knowledge. He also refers to philosophers, �������	���� �� ��	�, and men of knowledge, 

�
�	����
� (both p. 461, § 4), but does not seem to make a sharp distinction between these 

groups of intellectuals, and the different words are sometimes employed within the same 

paragraph as synonyms. Whether ��������	
� deals with different groups of intellectuals or 

not, their duty is the same, namely to educate the people and make them aware of their rights, 

in the hope that they will come to know and demand these rights and so the cloud of 

despotism will finally be lifted. The ����	��are the people’ s:  
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“ rightly guided brothers: if they wake them up, they wake up, if they invite them, they follow, 

and if not they remain asleep until they die”  (p. 440, § 5).  

 

The relation between the despotism and knowledge is: 

 

�8�"�-���8J���i����8Wk�'���8��(U; E��
���5����O3��E�CJ�; �0"������"̂��@��� 8T��� ...
1��������Q�̂"�&  

 

“ a lasting and a continuous war. The ����	��strive to enlighten the minds and the despot 

makes an effort to shut off their light, and the two sides pull the common people in [each] 

direction”  (p. 458, § 5) and: 

  

	
���3��E�CJ�; �O���5��UP�0"�-P3���LI ��0��Y"-���N	
�������0"+#��; 7�B8��8=W�
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“ despotism and knowledge are two opponents in combat, and all despotic administration, in 

its effort, seeks to turn off the light of knowledge and to confine the citizens in the pitch-black 

of ignorance”  (p. 461, § 4). 

 

The ����	�@��attempts to enlighten the people are likened to trying to sow in a rocky 

landscape. Men of knowledge are pursued and punished by the despot, and it might be that ���

�����	
� had his own situation in exile in mind when he continues: 

 

; ��
0'UE20(��E���D��12BD�E��
���8l%$�12+�P2=��	��
B1�,���E��0�D�L%�$[0+��O�
E��8F��U�-��20��&  

 

“ this is the reason that all great Prophets, blessing and peace upon them, and the most eminent 

scholars and noble authors suffered in the country and died as strangers”  (p. 461, § 4).  

 

3.2.6 The Despot’s Helpers 
The role of the ��������
�� �, ‘the self-glorifiers’ , a group particular to despotic 

administration (p. 465, § 3), is crucial in order to understand the impact of despotism on 

society and how despotism is sustained and reproduced and as a result create a lasting impact. 
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Looking at their role, the spread of despotism throughout the society can be traced. The self- 

glorifiers are the despot’ s servants or helpers and it is through them that he stays in power. In 

order to understand this term and the role they fill in ��������	
���society I will first look at 

the word and its meaning.  

The word stems from the root /��9��/; ‘to be glorious’  and the noun ���� translates as 

‘glory’ , ‘splendour’ , ‘magnificence’ , ‘grandeur’ , ‘nobility’ , ‘honour’  and ‘distinction’ . It has a 

wider meaning than our concept of ‘honour’  and ��������	
� defines it as follows: 

 

q�
'��; 1�8"W��[W1�'-E8���s�8W��O�̂���������LI�*�8R;��0J[
T-�O���(BXCU8�#
L-�W�$;���(B��(�#��O�s�$;0�&��C���(BP��0���P��q3�'U7�W�3P���̂�
�@���U�)�; A�

E�8-D��(B�O8��X-_ 3D�e2"-�P��5
B��8U�E��I����(B	
���P���Pp��C-P��5
B��zU�
E�8'C���(BE�8.K�&  

 

 

Glory is someone’ s acquisition of a place of love and respect in [people’ s] hearts, and it is an honest, 
natural quest of each human being. Neither a prophet nor an ascetic rise above it, nor depraved nor 
porter35 descend below it. Glory has a spiritual delight which is almost the same as the delight of 
worship extinct in God36, it equals the philosophers delight in knowledge, exceeds the princes’  delights 
in possession of the earth with its moon, and is greater than the poor people’ s delight in sudden wealth 
(p. 463, § 2).  

 

 

Glory thus has a positive connotation, for it is something delightful. In his definition of glory 

he also brings in a Sufi dimension when he writes that glory is as delightful as being extinct in 

God. It is a quest of all mankind, from king to vagabond and it is a feature of Man that brings 

love and respect. He considers ‘glory’  to be so important that he further discusses whether it 

is more important than life. He says that the noble free prefer death to a life in humiliation, 

and compares them to the nightingale which, if captured as an adult, resists food until it dies 

(p. 463, § 3). We must therefore understand glory as an important quality for which the 

individual strives. As glory is the “ acquisition of a place of love and respect in [people’ s] 

hearts” , one can only achieve glory through other people by participating in society and one 

cannot glorify oneself. Achieving glory can thus be seen as a common project, building the 

society and forming the individual’ s relations with others.  

 

                                                 
35 This can also translate ‘pregnant’ . 
36 A Sufi expression which means that the person has reached a stage where he has become immersed in God. 
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3.2.6.1 The Self-Glorifiers 
How does the concept of glory lead us to the ��������
�� �, ‘the self-glorifiers’ ,�or the 

despot’ s helpers? The word ��������
�� ��is formed from form V of the root /��9��/. Form V 

of the verb can take the meaning of what in Arabic grammar is called � �� ��!, which means to 

‘feign’ , simulate’ , ‘assume’ , ‘fake’ , ‘sham’ , “ pretend’ , ‘dissemble’  or ‘to show oneself’ .  

Form V, in this sense, means that a person takes on a characteristic which is not natural to 

him, fakes a quality he does not have, or pretends to be something he is not by showing 

himself off. It is a quality he assumes for himself. Explaining the concept of ��������
�� ��by 

means of grammar, we can see that the self-glorifiers do not possess glory, but instead pretend 

to possess it.37  

When ��������	
� sets out to define them, he makes it clear to what extent they have a 

severely damaging effect on society. He seems to have almost lost his ability to speak:  

 

q�T\��; 	l�
U$�12I���8l�U$;��3$�����5(����Li�O{C��̂�"��&  

 

“ Self-glorification is a word dreadful in meaning and therefore I see myself stumble in words 

and stutter in speech”  (p. 465, § 2). He defines it as follows:  

 

7�����K�; P�������<8R���>8����0"����E��80%	(��A-3��P���E8���@�(��$�O�̂�"��&  
 

“ Self-glorification is that somebody gets a burning firebrand from the hell of the despot’ s 

arrogance to burn the honour of equality in humanity”  (p. 465, § 3).  

 

The self- glorifiers are the despot’ s helpers, those he honours with titles or gives favourable 

positions over others38, they serve to promote inequality between the members of the nation. 

The self-glorifiers are the despot’ s servants, described as malicious, : ���$	�1 and it is through 

their help that he is able to hold on to his power. They are those who volunteer to be the 

country’ s executioners (p. 465, § 4) – in their desire to mislead the public (p. 466, § 2), they 

become small despots at the side of the great despot (p. 465, § 4). ��������	
� describes them 

as the enemies of justice and the helpers of injustice (p. 466, § 3).  

                                                 
37 Cf. form V of the roots /��
�// and /��H��/ which mean to act with an appearance of haughtiness and pride, but 
where these characteristics are not natural to the person feigning them.  
38 It might be that ��������	
� had himself in mind when writing this. As mentioned above, he was offered 
positions in the administration in Aleppo, as he was too important a man and too famous to be ignored. 
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According to Montesquieu honour is a driving force in the monarchical government 

and he says that: 

 

it is the nature of honour to aspire to preferment and titles…Honour sets all the parts of the politics into 
motion, and by its very action connects them; thus each individual advances the public good, while he only 
thinks of promoting his own interest. True it is, that philosophically speaking it is a false honour which 
moves all the parts of government; but even this false honour; but even this false honour is as useful to the 
public as true honour could possibly be to private persons (Montesquieu, p. 25).  

 

“ With glory and applause men will perform the most difficult actions,”  Montesquieu 

continues (p. 25).    

The concepts of ‘glory’  and ‘honour’  do not completely coincide, but to the extent that 

they both imply that a person prefers himself over others it is worth noting that ��������	
� 

and Montesquieu come to different conclusions on whether honour or glory exist in  a 

despotic society. Montesquieu writes that: “ honour is a thing unknown in arbitrary 

government,”  and argues that no man can afford to prefer himself to others (Montesquieu, pp. 

25–26). ��������	
� draws the opposite conclusion and finds that glory is a natural quest for 

any human being and Man still seeks preference in the despotic state. Due to the confined 

situation the quest for glory is turned into self-glorification, which has devastating effects on 

the social body.  

)������� �/8 �����4 6 	0 4  ��������
�� ��as 
�� 
�	� 
,,� �, ‘opportunists’  (� �/8 ���, 2003, 

p. 28) because they aspire to positions in the despotic administration. In modern terms, he 

sees them as the ideological mouthpiece of the despot (� �/8 ���, 2003, p. 30). Seeking 

honour, in Montesquieu’ s sense and glory in ��������	
�� sense can both be seen as the 

driving force of the government and whereas Montesquieu finds ‘false honour’  to be useful to 

the public,���������	
� finds ‘self-glorification’  to be devastating to the society.      

 

3.2.6.2 Recruitment of Self-Glorifiers 
The despot chooses the self-glorifiers from all layers of society - from the rich and the poor, 

from the intellectuals and the lowly (pp. 466–468) - and uses them as middlemen in order to 

deceive the nation whilst pretending to benefit it (p. 466, § 4). To serve him, he first chooses 

the ones of lowest morality, and then makes an effort to increase them in number and spread 

them throughout the nation. Selecting those of low morality, ��!	�
A ��*	�
1 to fill official 

positions their low morals spread throughout society, turning it into hell (� �/8 ���, 2003, p. 

31). He gives them various positions to see if they let themselves be seduced by him, even 
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though they are often insignificant and of no real power (p. 466, § 6). The self-glorifiers may 

be considered slaves of the despot (� �/8 ���, 2003, p. 30). He removes those who are not 

seduced by him from office, with the result that those that remain in power are the ignorant 

ones. Consequently: 

  

��F�D�
�7������0"+#�7���&  
 

“ the despotic state is a stupid state of the wretched [people]”  (p. 466, § 5).  

 

Having picked those of low morals, the despot turns to the upper layers of society, 

those descended from nobility, ���	�, in order to look for servants, as he needs firmer 

justification for his rule. ��������	
� divides this part of the society into three groups: the 

houses of science and moral excellence, the houses of money and generosity and the houses 

of tyranny, 6��, and authority (p. 467, § 4). From this last group, the group greatest in 

number, the despot chooses his servants39, as they are the easiest to call into service. The 

result is that: 

 

;J89��5��	,BD��0"����A-��B�8 L%; P�0"�-��0JP�0"����7-�I����|�8C��5���5��f�(%
]3��9�����2H$�"'0JLO$LC+$A-#�*(GL%��I�#��A�W�7-�8I����0J	����#L �+D��D
7�����&  

  

the despotic government is certainly despotic in all its branches, from the great despot to the police, to 
the servants, to the street-cleaner, and all these groups are but of the lowest of their [societies] stratum 
morally, because the lowest [of moral] are naturally not concerned with the honour and the respectable 
(p. 470, § 2).     

 

 

3.2.6.3 Glory and Self-Glorification 
While glory pertains to the realm of society as a common project shared by its members, self-

glorification is an individual project. The commonest motive of the self-glorifiers is to attain 

positions in the administration – not in order to serve the nation, but to serve their own 

interests. The despot actively picks them and they actively seek positions in his 

administration. Their self-interests and neglect of the nation’ s interest damage the bonds 

                                                 
39 Despotism originally developed from this group as the tribes were becoming civilized. ��������	
� claims 
that, in all societies, this group is the root of misfortune. Before the civilization of society all men were equal; 
“ until chance differentiated some members over the other members of the tribe, where the strongest preserved 
their newly gained advantage and ruled despotically over the remaining population”  (p. 468, § 2). 
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between the members of society and subsequently destroy the structure of society. Glory and 

self-glorification are both moral characteristics, the former positive, the latter negative. They 

are moral in the sense that they involve certain behaviour towards others. When ��������	
� 

describes these two concepts in the same chapter, he does it with the aim of contrasting the 

two, because: 

 

�̂�"���-�'-	�'��M��C� �̂������0"+#�[��Y�&  

 

“ despotism combats glory and corrupts it, and erects self-glorification in its place”  (p. 463, § 

1).  

Viewing the achievement of glory, according to ��������	
�, as a natural quest for all 

of mankind, means that Man will still seek glory in the despotic state. Because the social body 

is destroyed under despotism and glory is achieved by the means of the group, dependent on a 

certain group-solidarity, glory is hard to achieve or as ��������	
� puts it:  

 

�"�O�M����"+�[�W5
B�����LI�@������B; 8��-�O�����0"+#�A-s; �
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B	
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it (glory) is facilitated  in the era of justice to each human being according to his inclination and 
concern, and its achievement is confined in the era of despotism  by resisting injustice depending on 
ability (p. 465, § 1).   

 

If it is the case that achieving glory is a quest of all mankind and that Man’ s natural drive and 

his possibilities are limited under the despotic sovereign, then under despotism the majority of 

people set out to seek glory by means of titles and positions at the expense of the nation’ s 

welfare and interests.  

The ��������
�� ��is a moral category and a category which involves all social groups. 

The concept of���������
�� � is interesting as even some members of the �������	�, who are 

traditionally thought to be the rightly guided, are part of this group according to�the author. 

According to this, being a part of a social group does not in ��������	
�� view, automatically 

give honour, but the individual’ s contribution on behalf of the community gives honour, 

regardless of social adherence.  

I find it interesting as a final point to ask whether the whole of society is affected by 

despotism. Is there anyone who avoids the grasp of despotic administration? Sultan ��
�����

'���� certainly spread his informers to all parts of the empire, but the technology available 
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was of a more primitive kind than that of authoritarian regimes of today, so we must assume 

that the bureaucracy was slower and less able to handle as much information as it can in our 

time and thus the control over the individual was less efficient. ��������	
�, by virtue of his 

work and writings, is himself evidence that despotism did not reach all members of society. 

But did any others remain? He does not give elaborated answers to this question, but provides 

a few examples of those trying to avoid the influence of despotism. As mentioned, the despot 

tries out various people in official positions, as if to test their loyalty to him and to see if they 

will become his helpers; those he fails to corrupt are removed from office (p. 466, § 6). These 

serve as examples of the fact that some do refuse to let themselves be corrupted by despotism. 

��������	
� also comments that the intellectuals, ��/�	�1�are some of those who are not 

blinded by the despot’ s boasting (p. 471, § 3):  
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those who taste the sweetness of the government’ s glory are eager to serve the nation and achieve the 
glory of nobles, then they are slapped on their hand for the mere reason that  there is a firebrand of faith 
between their ribs and a hope for the humanity in their eyes. This is the group that electrifies due to the 
hostility of despotism and whose members call for reform (p. 467, § 1).  

 

He also notes that some of the nobles are protected as they come from deep-rooted families 

from which they inherit traces of decency and compassion (p. 468, § 3). Those not affected by 

despotism, or rather who avoid being corrupted, seem to be too limited in numbers to make up 

for the destroyed structure of society.        
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4. Knowledge in the Era of Despotism 
 

 
The precondition for blind faith, ��/���1 is that one does not know 
that it is blind faith, and if one knows that, the glass of one’ s blind 
faith will break. This breakage cannot be mended, and cannot be 
restored by invention or by union, unless you melt it by fire and a 
new start should be made with new manufacture.  

���I �D ���1�����, 0 8 	J��	0 ��&�K����1�p. 89–90 
 

 

Among the most prominent concerns in ���	�
������� 
��	��is the status of knowledge under 

despotic rule. Throughout the book, ��������	
��pays attention to the importance of 

knowledge, �
�, because without knowledge society cannot progress and prosper, the nation 

cannot rise to happiness and Man lives a miserable life. The army is also an important tool for 

keeping the citizen submitted (p. 438, § 4), but the worst form of despotism is when ignorance 

overcomes the mind (p. 441, § 1). The particular landscape created by despotism, where 

nothing is stable, gives little room for growth. As a result, knowledge is suppressed and 

ignorance, ���,�is promoted, causing Man to live in fear. It is not only the living conditions 

that suppress knowledge; the spread of knowledge is also actively prevented by the despot, 

although this does not extend to all sorts of knowledge. According to ��������	
�1�the despot 

does not forbid certain types of sciences, as he does not think that they lift the nation’ s 

ignorance: 
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“ Yes, the despot does not fear the science of language as long as there is not a wise 

enthusiasm behind the tongue”  (p. 457, § 4) and:  
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“ thus the despot does not fear from the religious sciences pertaining to the hereafter of what is 

between Man and his Lord, believing that they do not lift foolishness and do not lift any veil”  

(p. 457, § 5).  
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He is safe from the kind of knowledge that these sciences represent, as long as none of their 

representatives gain too much respect among the common people, in which case he will try to 

buy the ����	��and use them in order to serve his own ends as: 
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“ the despot does not lack means in order to use them in supporting his order…and he fills 

their mouths with crumbs from the table of despotism”  (p. 458 § 1).  

 

What sort of knowledge is it important to spread according to���������	
�? What are 

the sciences forbidden or restricted in the despotic state? Knowledge can have many 

meanings and be defined in various ways; it can be philosophical knowledge or knowledge 

connected to practical life. I will below attempt to define what ��������	
��intends when he 

refers to ��
�, ‘knowledge’ .  

 

4.1 What is Knowledge? 
When referring to ‘knowledge’  and ‘sciences’ , ��������	
��employs the word ��
�. Wehr 

translates �
� as follows: ‘knowledge’ , ‘learning’ , ‘lore’ , ‘cognizance’ , ‘acquaintance’ , 

‘information’ , ‘cognition’ , ‘intellection’ , ’ perception’ , and ‘science’ . In addition ��� ���
��

quotes, ‘scholarship’ , ‘education’ , ‘awareness’  and ‘familiarity’ . ����	 antonym to����, 

‘ignorance’  and synonym of ����
!�, ‘knowledge’  (Lewis, Menage, Pellat, “ �# ��” , EI). I have 

in general chosen to translate��
� as ‘knowledge’  and not ‘science’ , as this is closer to����

�����	
�� intention, a choice which will become clearer to the reader in what follows. 

According to ��������	
��knowledge is: 
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a firebrand of God’ s light. God has created light, revealing and possessing knowledge, fertile with 
enthusiasm and power. He made science like himself, making manifest good and revealing evil. It 
generates passion in the souls and cleverness in the heads. Knowledge is light and darkness is tyranny 
and it is in the nature of light to eliminate darkness (p. 457, § 3). 
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According to this definition, knowledge or science is like God himself. It is the tool for 

separating between good and evil and leads to enthusiasm and delights. ��������	
��again 

employs synonyms and antonyms when stating that the opposite of light is darkness, which is 

equal to tyranny. Thus tyranny, seen as darkness, can by natural consequence be removed by 

light. In other words, like darkness gives way to light, despotism can be lifted by the means 

and spread of knowledge:  
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knowledge possesses a power stronger than any power and it is inevitable that the despot despises 
himself every time his eye falls upon the one who rises above him in knowledge. And therefore the 
despot does not like to see a wise learned face that rises above him intellectually (p. 458, § 4).  

 

 

Knowledge is brought about through God ��������	
��continues, and explains his 

statement by pointing to the fact that the first word revealed in the Koran was “ the command 

to read” 40 and that God, “ taught man by the pen and taught him what he did not know” 41 (p. 

w61, § 5). Knowledge spread with Islam, he continues, and not only is knowledge permissible 

and free to all, but it is a duty for all Muslims to learn to read and write. Knowledge thus is 

not restricted to Islamic scholars or specialists, as God created Man with a mind to lead him 

(p.441, § 1) so that he can understand (p.510, § 5). According to ��������	
�1 each individual 

has the potential of acquiring knowledge and a right and duty to exercise his intellectual 

capacity, in religious as well as worldly matters. He denounces blind following, urging each 

individual to read and understand the divine message for himself (p. 508, § 4–5).  

  

4.2 Knowledge, Ignorance and Fear 
One of the despot’ s most important tools for staying in power is to keep the nation ignorant 

(p. 438, §4), so that the citizens remain unaware of their rights and unaware of the despot’ s 

misconduct in their affairs. ��������	
��states that one of the most harmful things for man is 

                                                 
40 ��������	
��is here referring to Koran verses from “ ��/�- ����� �8 �/�” , “ The Cow” . These verses relate the 
story when the Prophet first met the archangel Gabriel, and the Koran was revealed. Gabriel commanded 
�, �������to read or recite, whereupon��, ������ refused, saying that he was not able to read. Gabriel 
�5 ���0 �4 � him three times until he read.  
41 He further cites 2 verses from “ ��/�- ��������8 ”  “ The Cloth” . 
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ignorance, and the most harmful consequences of ignorance is fear (p. 460, § 3), as Man tends 

to fear what he does not know and:  

<�\��@�sL'���3�(U�L�̂��XCU3��Qd &  
 

“ if ignorance is eliminated and the mind is enlightened, then fear disappears” (p. 459, § 3). 

 

It is the fear stemming from ignorance and the threat of punishment that keeps the citizens 

obedient. By keeping them in a state of ignorance and fear, the despot can hold on to his 

power, feeding on his subjects; therefore: 

  

�'
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“ the despot prefers the citizens to be like sheep, producing and obedient, and like the dog, 

degraded and bootlicking”  (p. 440, § 8). 

 

Not only are the citizens afraid, but the despot himself is also afraid.42 He is afraid of 

his servants whom he cannot trust, but what he fears most is knowledge. ��������	
��notes 

that the fear of the despot and the fear of the citizens are of different kinds. While the people’ s 

fear stems from ignorance and an imagined weakness on their own part, the despot is afraid of 

the incapacity of ignorance (p. 459, § 4) because he knows that ignorance is nothing but a 

weak weapon and is only efficient as long he can keep the entire nation ignorant. Thus, whilst 

the citizens are afraid of what they do not know, the despot is afraid of what he knows, 

namely that once ignorance is lifted, he will loose his power. As a result, the sciences which 

the despot trembles with fear from are: 
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the sciences of life, like theoretical knowledge and philosophy, the rights of the nation, the nature of 
human society, civil politics, elaborate history and literary discourse. And the likes of the sciences that 

                                                 
42 Sultan ��
�����'�����is said to have been dominated with fear throughout his life. (Rightfully) distrusting his 
ministers, he took government affairs into his own hands as a result, and encouraged espionage and informing by 
means of the secret police <http://www.armenica.org/cgi-
bin/history/en/getHistory.cgi?4=1=info=4=Hamid%20II,%20Abdul=1=3=H>. As mentioned above, he also tried 
to control the reading public through harsh censorship (EI: Deny, 1960). 
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expand the minds, extend the intellects, teach man his rights and to what extent he is cheated on them 
(the rights), how to request, how to benefit and how to preserve. What the despot is most afraid of are 
the followers of these sciences, those among them pushing forward to teach people by speech and 
writing (p. 458, § 2). 
 

Equipped with knowledge, Man will be able to question the actions of the sovereign, and he 

will learn that the government is supposed to serve him and not the opposite. The result of 

knowledge is that man comes to know that freedom is the best thing in life (p. 461, § 6), and 

by means of this knowledge he can force the despot to do good. The spread of knowledge 

means that the despot will loose his power as: 
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“ whenever light of knowledge spreads in a nation it shatters prisoners’  chains and the fate of 

leaders of politics or religion deteriorates”  (p. 462, § 2) and:  
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“ thus, if the knowledge of the citizens’  members increases [to the extent] that the despot is an 

incapable person just like them, their fear of him decreases and they demand their rights”  (p. 

461, § 1).  

 

The nation will force the despot to do good because: 
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the intelligent man does not serve anyone except himself, and in front of that the despot inevitably 
withdraws and [becomes] moderate. How often have the nations with their progress forced the evil 
despot to rise with them, and transform him, despite his nature, to an honest sovereign who fears the 
consequences, to a just leader who fears revenge and to a gentle father who takes pleasure in mutual 
love. At that moment the nation attains a pleasant satisfied life, a life of comfort and growth, a life of 
power and happiness and the president will be the luckiest of them all after he in the era of despotism 
was the most miserable among servants, because he was permanently observed with hatred and 
surrounded by dangers, not safe in his president-ship, nay, even in his life for a second, because he does 
not see anyone in front of him whom he can ask for direction when he does not know (p. 459, § 3). 
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4.3 Knowledge and Education 
Knowledge is connected to education, � ���
,�, which ��������	
��defines as “ knowledge and 

work” , �
����������(p. 499, § 2). Whereas knowledge pertains to the intellect, ��/1 the 

faculties linked to education also include the mind, ��!� and the body, �
��. Education is 

achieved through “ instruction, practice, model and adoption” , � ����&�� �����&�/��������
/� 
�	�, 

with the help of an instructor and one’ s religion (p. 496, § 2).  

Education, as I understand it from the text, is dependent on two factors, namely the 

individual who receives the education, and the conditions in which it is given. Man, according 

to���������	
�, is created by God with a disposition for uprightness, 
�� 
��	��
�����	 , and 

disposition for corruption, 
�� 
��	��
�!��	�, and it is education that steers him towards good, 

: �,�1 or towards evil, 4��� (p. 495, § 1). In fact, he adds, there is no limit to his rising or falling 

in levels of good and evil: Man can rise above the level of the angels in goodness or to below 

the level of the devil in evilness (p. 495, § 2).43 He is like a moist branch, which at a young 

age can be formed, then he stiffens and will remain in the form he was shaped in, throughout 

his life, either living a life in fulfilment or a life in remorse, depending on how his young 

years were formed (p. 495, § 3; p. 496, § 1). His body is formed until he is two years of age, 

which is the duty of the nursemaid; his mind is then formed until he is seven years old, which 

is the job of both his parents. His intellect is formed until he reaches puberty, a duty 

undertaken by his teachers and schools. He is then formed by his family and relatives through 

example, /����, and marriage will later educate him or her through comparison, ��/	����44 

(p. 496, § 5). This idea echoes Rousseau in his book Emile; Or on Education, where he 

divided man’ s development into five stages. Childhood is the rearing of a civilized stage, 

according to Rousseau, where Emile is independent and self-sufficient. He is, in the later 

stages - when he reaches adulthood - brought into human society, where he learns moral 

responsibility. This also corresponds to Montesquieu (p. 29), who wrote that education 

prepares us for civil life. Whereas Rousseau dedicates one book to each of the five stages the 

child passes through45, ��������	
��does not give further elaboration on the different stages. 

                                                 
43 The idea of that Man can sink and rise to the levels to the devil or the angels is taken from “ ��/�- ��=�(�0 ” , 
“ The Fig”  and is an example of how he indirectly refers to ideas found in the Koran.� 
44 The individual is formed by his or her spouse through comparison between the two. 
45 According to Rousseau, the first stage of development is the stage of infancy, from birth until two years of 
age, the next stage, “ the age of nature” , lasts until the child has reached twelve. The next three years are the “ pre-
adolescence years” , and the stage of “ puberty”  is from fifteen to twenty. Emile is introduced to his partner 
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The idea is that Man is educated and formed by his surroundings and by the society in which 

he lives. His characteristics are inherited and reproduced, or in the words of���������	
�:  

 

E�(�D���I�E������I���%��7-D���IU��8 D���IU��%�&  
 

“ like the fathers are, the sons become, and like the individuals are, the nation becomes”  (p. 

504, § 2).  

 

As a result, education is not only important to the individual, but also has consequences on the 

whole of society, as society cannot prosper if the individuals in it do not progress upwards.  

Also according to Rousseau education had the purpose of enable the person to live 

both independently and with others, to make him a competent individual as well as a 

competent member of society and to enable him to use his creative powers for himself and the 

society (Dent, 1992, pp. 105–108). Through education he would become “ equipped, self-

possessed and self-determined member of adult society and a citizen of a state, through his 

own virtue and the conduct of the welfare of society were now sustained”  (Dent, 1992, p. 

104). The purpose of education according to Rousseau, was not only for Man to learn, but 

also to shape the heart, judgement and spirit, education should enable him to be happy and in 

order for Man to understand the world around him, education needed to be conducted in 

predictable and orderly environment (Dent, p. 103). 

 

 

4.3.1 The Results of Education 

So what does education teach Man according to���������	
�? It teaches him to separate 

between good and evil (p. 457, § 3), but he�stresses another more pertinent aspect of 

education; education teaches Man to see the results of his works before he can obtain them, 

and it teaches him delight in success (p. 498, § 5). Achieving progress is time-consuming and 

takes effort and planning, for its results are not immediate. The difference between Easterners 

and Westerners,���������	
� says, pointing to the latter’ s success in making progress, is that 

“ the Easterner is the son of the past and imagination and the Westerner is the son of the future 

and effort”  (p. 492, § 3). The ability to see the result of his efforts gives the individual 

                                                                                                                                                         
Sophie through his years of “ adulthood” , which Rousseau sets to be from twenty to twenty-five years (Rousseau, 
1762). 
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determination and confidence to soldier on and delight in his work, even if he should fail, 

because he will come to know from experience that his efforts eventually bear fruit. 

Whereas organized governments provide the institutions necessary for education (p. 

497, § 4), despotic states provides no education. Education under despotism serves to provide 

the despot with livestock (p. 500, § 1) and:  
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�����+8IC��5
B�M3���_ ���L����5
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“ the human being under the shadow of justice and freedom lives eager for work all day and 

for thought all night”  (p.497, § 4) and:  
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“ as for the prisoner of despotism he lives sleepy and passive with lost purpose, helplessly 

straying, not knowing how to kill time”  (kill his hour and time) (p. 498, § 1).  

 

��������	
� also notes that the submission taught by despotism stems from fear and 

compliance and not from choice and obedience (p. 485, § 4). Despotism affects the body with 

sickness, corrupts the mind with bad morals, and prevents the intellect from gaining 

knowledge (p. 495, § 1). The education of despotism further makes Man see himself as 

incapable (p. 501, § 1).�The prisoner’ s experience is that:  
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One of them sees himself dispirited from work because he is not sure of his specialization in relation to 
the result … then he works sometimes, but without ardor and no certainty and then he necessarily fails, 
in addition he does not know the reason, then he becomes angry at what he calls good fortune or fate … 
and the poor one, from where will he know that ardor and certainty does not arrive except with the 
delight of waiting for the successful outcome in work (p. 498, § 1). 
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And:  
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“ as for the work how can he imagine its existence without previous determination, when he 

[himself] is without prior certainty and he is without previous knowledge [?] (p. 499, § 2).  

 

To see the results of education takes time, a lesson of which the prisoner of the 

despotic state, according to���������	
�1 is deprived. While the goal of education is to learn to 

preserve one’ s honour, rights, religion and morality: the prisoner of despotism is not only 

uneducated, but he even refuses education, as he is not able to contemplate its results (p. 499, 

§ 3). He only learns those delights that are immediate and unreal like greed and how to fill his 

stomach, but he never learns the true delights of knowledge, instruction and other spiritual 

delights (p. 500, § 3–4). 

But education also awakens the senses, a painful experience for the prisoner, as he 

starts to feel his misery now that his drugged senses begin to perceive his surroundings. As a 

result, he may easily reject education: 
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How far are the prisoners from eagerness towards education! Then why endure the toil of education, if 
they enlighten their children with knowledge they bring about the strengthening of their feelings, and 
then they  increase their misery and  increase their distress. Because of this, no wonder that the 
prisoners, those who still have some awareness, leave their children negligent (p. 501, § 2).  
    

  
The instability of despotism gives no room to wait for the fruits and results of education; 

instead Man is taught, or not taught, by his surroundings and he passes what he has learned of 

misery to his children: 
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“ they are chains of iron with which fathers are bound to the stakes of tyranny, shame, fear and 

oppression”  (p. 500, § 1).  
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Thus the chaotic society of despotism is formed, reproduced and sustained with no hope for 

change in sight 

Although ��������	
��employs the word ‘education’ , � ���
,�, when talking about  

‘education’  under despotism (p. 503, § 4), it is not likely that he intended the same meaning of 

the word when he refers to ‘education’  under the just government. He starts his chapter 

“ Despotism and Education”  saying: 
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 “ education and despotism are two contradicting factors in the results [that they produce]”  (p. 

495, § 1). 

 

His definition of education is a faculty of instruction, practice, example and adoption, the 

forming of body, mind and intellect so that the individual can live a life in fulfilment. As for 

despotism; its education is unintended and accidental (p. 503, § 4) and can strictly speaking 

not be referred to as ‘education’ .  

 

4.4 Knowledge and Maturity, Ignorance and Immaturity 
To further promote understanding of���������	
�� concept of knowledge I will now quote the 

first two paragraphs from the chapter “ Despotism and Knowledge” . The relationship between 

the despot and the citizens may provide a clearer idea as to what al-Kaw�kab� intends when 

referring to �
�. I have made use of some of the definitions from these paragraphs above; 

nevertheless, quoting them in full will give an idea of the tension of the text and help me 

answer the questions I raised earlier.  
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So similar is the despot in relation to his citizens to the powerful traitorous tutor, who acts in the 
orphans’  wealth and among them as he pleases as long as they are weak and unable. And just as it is not 
in the interest of the tutor that the orphans reach maturity with sensible conduct, thus it is not the aim of 
the despot that his citizens be enlightened with knowledge. The despot knows, however stupid he is, 
that there is neither enslavement nor compulsion unless his citizens are imbeciles, stamping in a 
darkness of ignorance and a labyrinth of blindness. If the despot were a bird, he would be a bat hunting 
the vermin of people in the gloom of ignorance, and if he were a beast, he would be a jackal robbing the 
poultry of the cities under the cover of night. But he is a man of ignorance hunting the man of 
knowledge (p. 457, § 1–2).  

 
The citizens are here given the traits of orphans, or children, whereas the despot is portrayed 

as the tutor, or the adult. In a relationship between children and adults, the adult gives 

directions and the child obeys. The adult in this metaphor wishes the children harm, the tutor 

exploits them, in what must be seen to be a conscious process. The child on the other hand, 

can perhaps be seen as less conscious, as he does not yet possess the necessary knowledge of 

how to behave in a proper manner, and thus can be manipulated and led by others. The child 

has not yet reached adulthood, and so he is not yet mature. We know that the citizens are not 

really children, so why are they portrayed as such?  

It is not the intention of the despot that his citizens be enlightened with knowledge,����

�����	
� says, and thus he portrays science or knowledge as something that belongs to the 

adult who has reached the age of ‘sensible conduct’ , in which he is able to act responsibly 

without guidance from another person. Montesquieu noted that the despot cannot compel his 

citizens to carry out his orders unless they are ignorant, as excessive obedience presupposes 

ignorance (p. 32). ��������	
� goes on to portray the citizens as animals, which implies an 

even lower degree of self-perception, as it suggests that they stamp around without direction 

or awareness. Al-Kawakibi links knowledge here to the leap from immaturity to maturity, a 

leap to sensible conduct and awareness.   

In his 1784 essay, Beantwortung der Frage: Was Ist Aufklärung, Immanuel Kant 

linked ‘enlightenment’  to maturity:  

 

Aufklärung ist der Ausgang des Menschen aus seiner selbstverschuldeten Unmündigkeit. 
Unmündigkeit ist das Unvermögen, sich seines Verstandes ohne Leitung eines anderen zu bedienen. 
Selbstverschuldet ist diese Unmündigkeit, wenn die Ursache derselben nicht am Mangel des 
Verstandes, sondern der Entschließung und des Mutes liegt, sich seiner ohne Leitung eines andern zu 
bedienen. Sapere aude! Habe Mut, dich deines eigenen Verstandes zu bedienen! ist also der Wahlspruch 
der Aufklärung.46  

  

Kant uses the word ‘Aufklärung’  which translates as ‘enlightenment’ , and in the meaning 

with which the word is used in this text, enlightenment is connected to the leap from 

                                                 
46 <http://www.prometheusonline.de/heureka/philosophie/klassiker/kant/aufklaerung.htm>. 
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immaturity to maturity in a very similar way to���������	
�� definition of ‘knowledge’  in the 

above paragraph. According to Kant, immaturity resembles the state of mind of a person who 

does not possess knowledge. He sees immaturity as the lack of courage to use one’ s own 

intellect without direction from somebody else; maturity is consequently having the courage 

to use one’ s own intellect. He says that Man is able to use his intellect, but does not have the 

courage or resolution to do so. This corresponds with ��������	
�1�who blames Man’ s 

ignorance on a lack of determination. This means that it is very easy for others to make 

themselves others’  guardians, Kant continues, and over time Man becomes incapable of using 

his own intellect because he has never been allowed to think for himself. ��������	
��

comments on the same matter and warns against the:  
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“ …loss of determination and the loss of faith in oneself and leaving of [one’ s] will to others”  

(p. 510, § 5). 

 

Man has to be awake, he urges his readers, because:  
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if they find you awake they treat you as neighbours treat each other and relatives are friendly with each 
other, and if they find you sleeping you will not realize that they have stolen your wealth … and at that 
moment, even if you wanted to move you would not be able to, rather you would find that the chains 
are strong and the doors are closed: no escape, no exit (p. 511, § 4).  

 

As a result, Man will never progress to maturity. Kant compares the immature to a 

domesticated animal in need of a lead, afraid of walking unaided and fearful of the dangers it 

thinks are ahead. Man will not learn that it is not dangerous to fall, and will never know that 

he will learn how to walk after a few attempts. Laziness and cowardice are the reasons why 

Man happily remains immature for life, Kant states, for as he says, “ Es ist so bequem, 

unmündig zu sein. Habe ich ein Buch, das für mich Verstand hat, einen Seelsorger, der für 
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mich Gewissen hat, einen Arzt, der für mich die Diät beurteilt, u.s.w.: so brauche ich mich ja 

nicht selbst zu bemühen” .47  

This means that it is not only the sovereign and the conditions created in the despotic 

state that prevent the citizens from acquiring knowledge, but the citizens themselves actively 

contribute to their lack of enlightenment and knowledge by their mere passivity.  
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“ You complain about ignorance, while you do not spend on education half of what you spend 

on smoking”  (p. 511, § 5) ��������	
��reproaches his readers.  

 

Even plants attempt growth, contrary to the Man in the age of despotism:  
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“ plants demand growth while you demand reduction”  (p. 512, § 3).  

 

��������	
�, therefore - in agreement with Kant - not only blames the despot and society for 

the conditions of the citizens, but also claims that the citizens are partly to blame, for as he 

says:  
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“ what is more proper for the prisoner in a land than to turn away from it to where he 

possesses his freedom”  (p. 442, § 2). 
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“ The citizens must know what is good and what is evil and force their ruler to good despite 

his nature”  (p. 440, § 7).  

 

The citizens must further know what qualities they ought to have and what their place is in 

relation to the sovereign:    

 

                                                 
47 <http://www.prometheusonline.de/heureka/philosophie/klassiker/kant/aufklaerung.htm>. 
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the citizens must become like the horse if served they serve, and if beaten they becomes vicious; they 
must become like the falcon, who can not be trifled and not possessed throughout all kinds of hunt, in 
contrast to the dogs which are indifferent to whether they are fed or deprived even of the bones. Yes the 
citizens must know their place, is the slave-girl created to serve her master, to follow him regardless of 
whether he is  acting justly or unjustly, and is he [her master] created to rule her as he pleases with 
justice or coercion or did she [the slave-girl] bring him to serve her not him. The intelligent citizen ties 
the beast of despotism with bridle (p. 440, § 8).  

 

��������	
��does not use the word ‘enlightenment’ , � ������in Arabic, apart from 

employing its verb; ‘…enlightened with knowledge’ , � ����������
��
�  (p. 457, § 1). Yet his 

concept of ‘knowledge’  is closer to ‘enlightenment’  than to that of ‘sciences’ . When����

�����	
�, in his chapter on “ Despotism and Knowledge” , sets out to describe the citizens as 

children, he connects the concepts of ‘knowledge’  and ‘ignorance’  to ‘maturity’  and 

‘immaturity’ . ‘Knowledge’  then, according to���������	
�, is not about philosophical quests 

for eternal truths, but instead it is about Man learning how to use his own intellect or 

understanding, to raise his awareness so that he comes to know his rights and demands them. 

Only then can he rid himself of despotism, ignorance and fear and only then can he taste the 

true delights of life and prosper. Marx saw in knowledge a means of promoting the progress 

of Man (Popper, 1945b, p. 82) and���������	
�� concept of knowledge is in line with that of 

Rousseau, whose aim was that the knowledge Emile gained should be relevant to his needs (p. 

15).  
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5. The Language of ��������������������������	
���	
���	
���	
� 
When ��������	
� sets out to describe the fatal consequences of despotism, he employs a rich 

vocabulary loaded with strong criticism of despotic regimes and his use of literary tools is 

extensive. His language is almost untranslatable at times, but his main ideas are not difficult 

to grasp and he leaves no ambiguities as to what he means. The language is powerful in the 

sense that he does not refrain from employing words like )����, ‘stupid’ , )� ��/, ‘imbecile’ , 

��*�, ‘despicable’ , � ����, ‘wretched’ , and 4�/	, ‘miserable’ . Through hyperbolic language, 

using exaggerations and overstatements, he tries to convince and influence the reader of his 

message. His text often reminds us of a political speech: the text at times seems oral, or has 

elements which give it an oral appearance. It is as if he is pointing his finger at the listener 

and, at times, when the severity of despotism is painted over the pages, anger is the first 

emotion visible in his text. Through his particular choice of vocabulary and the manner in 

which he directs his anger, namely towards despotism and the misery it creates, not only does 

he seek to persuade, but he also shows a deep and genuine concern for the individuals he is 

addressing. 

I will in this chapter look into how ��������	
� conveys his message and I shall 

comment on some of the rhetorical elements that characterise his language. His use of 

comparing and contrasting is particular to his text and serves several purposes: I will look into 

how he has used these as a literary tool. I will then discuss his use of figurative language 

before I comment on the oral elements in his language. 

5.1������������������������������	
����	
����	
����	
�� Rhetoric    
The purpose of rhetoric is to convince an audience of the point one wishes to make; the 

speaker encourages the audience to agree with his conclusion by seeking to confirm the 

existence of a relationship between him and his audience (Perelman, 2005, p. 14). The aim of 

rhetoric is also to provoke the audience to act. In order for communication to take place, the 

speaker and the listeners must share common values: the speaker must create a sense of 

connection and presence between him and the audience, so that there is a “ meeting between 

minds”  (Perelman, 2005, p. 12). To achieve this, the speaker or author must take into 

consideration the opinions of those he is addressing and their circumstances. The speaker 

normally prepares from an assumption of mutual values between him and his audience or 

from knowledge of the values to which he wants to appeal. By using metaphors and 

repetitions, he creates a sense of presence and tries to win the acceptance of his audience. In 
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order to be efficient, the speech must suit the context (Perelman, 2005, p. 44), which means 

that a speech is made with reference to the context and the audience, so that it is not made in a 

vacuum.  

The audience is not necessarily those whom the speaker is addressing: he might, for 

instance, be addressing thousands of listeners over the radio or television, but only a small 

percentage of these might belong to the audience that the speaker has in mind. Perelman 

defines the audience as, “ the totality the speaker wishes to influence by means of his 

argument”  (Perelman, 2005, p. 12). 

Assuming that there are common values between the speaker and his audience, we can 

say something about the circumstances in which ���	�
������� 
��	��was produced.  The values 

��������	
� puts forward, like human rights and justice, can be classified as universal values. 

The topic and the manner in which the topic is presented convey information about society 

and historical circumstances. Discussing despotism in an urging and moralizing manner as ���

�����	
� does would be out of place in a present-day Western democratic country. The text 

informs us about the values and ideas brought from the European Enlightenment to the Arab 

world during this period, like the value of the individual, human rights and democratic 

government. The insistence with which he announces these values suggests that he is trying to 

sow them in the minds of his audience. He needs to convince his audience of their inherent 

value, not only as a part of a tribe and a community, but in the mere fact of being a human 

individual.  

 

5.2 Comparing and Contrasting 
I have above commented on ��������	
�� use of ‘synonyms’  and ‘antonyms’ . He employs a 

given word, and then he quotes a word of opposite meaning. As this is a literary tool which 

frequently appears throughout the text, it deserves further exploration. It serves several 

functions. ��������	
� does not use the terms ‘synonyms’  and ‘antonyms’ , but when he 

explains the political terminology he says that one employs “ in the place of the word 

(despotism) words [like]:…” , “ !����/	� kalima (
�� 
��	�) � �
�	� :…” (p. 437, § 3)  where 

upon he lists the words that are used in the place of despotism. “ And in its opposite place 

words [like]:…” , ���!����/	�
�� 
�	�� �
�	� :…” (ibid.) The author wishes by this to stress a 

phenomenon with its opposite and I have chosen to refer to this as synonyms and antonyms. 

They are yet not synonyms and antonyms in a traditional sense, but are fitted to suit a political 

reality.  
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He employs synonyms and antonyms primarily in order to define and explain the 

expressions and topics dealt with in the text. Through the use of synonyms, he tells his reader 

what something is or is similar to, and through that of antonyms he explains which attributes a 

given subject does not have, but should have had. Put differently, he defines and explains 

concepts by comparing and contrasting. 

These literary tools serve to make his message simple, as he does not present any 

further detailed or complicated elaborations. His concepts and ideas are explained through 

words and their counter meaning. By employing the word ‘prisoner’  more widely than he 

employs the word ‘citizen’ , he makes it clear what he thinks the status of the citizen is. By 

repeating this, his purpose is to plant an idea, which relates to the condition the citizens are in. 

It is a constant reminder that his audience may not be free and are held captive in chains, but 

that they do have the ability to choose to change their living conditions and that they do have 

a right to live in liberty. 

It further serves an educational purpose in that he defines the status and living 

conditions of the citizens. Defining and explaining the citizens’  status through synonyms and 

antonyms serves to make his audience aware of their miserable living conditions, informing 

them of which rights they are being deprived. Their condition or situation is that of a prisoner 

and their right is to be free. He makes them aware of the wrongdoings of the despot who 

interferes in their affairs, while his duty, on the contrary, is to serve their interests rather than 

his own. He thus educates the readers in their rights and duties as members of society. He 

educates and informs them with the aim of making them act because, as I quoted earlier, the 

citizens are, “ the ones, if they are ignorant, they fear and if they fear, they surrender. Just like 

they are those who when they learn, they speak and when they speak, they act”  (p. 459, § 1), 

(cf. pp. 38–39).  

Employing antonyms is also a part of his rhetoric. He does not ask any direct 

questions, but by employing these antonyms, he has a particular way of presenting the reader 

with a choice about his social condition. When employing synonyms and antonyms to the 

word ‘citizen’ , the term ‘prisoner’  serves as one of several synonyms and ‘free’  as an 

antonym. He gives his reader, who in ��������	
���view is a captive of despotism, the choice 

of being a free man or a prisoner. The answer is obvious, which is exactly his point. As stated 

above, Man is bridled, steered by others; others make his choices for him, meaning that he is 

unable make choices and cannot chose to make moral choices. ��������	
�1 by using 

synonyms and antonyms, reinstates the possibility of choice (� �/8 ���, 2002, p. 27) 
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His particular choice of synonyms and antonyms also provides the modern reader with 

an insight into the political context of the text. The fact that he refers to the citizens as 

‘prisoners’  more than he refers to them as ‘citizens’  or ‘the common people’  tells us about the 

conditions under which his intended audience were living. With the term prisoner, he has 

defined their status and condition, in that they are not free and are exposed to injustice. It is 

unlikely that the citizen of a democratic country would be qualified with the attributes of a 

prisoner.  

His selection of both synonyms and antonyms, then, is not accidental. He has not 

chosen them from a dictionary but rather has carefully chosen his synonyms with the with 

reference to the political reality and to better describe the suffering of Man living under 

despotism. He quotes the antonyms in order to explain what life should have been like, or will 

be like once despotism is lifted.  

While he has an extensive vocabulary to describe the misery of Man, it is interesting 

to note that, when describing Man’ s delights, he almost exclusively employs the word �**� 

(p. 463, § 2; p. 498, § 1), which Wehr renders ‘joy’ , ‘rapture’ , ‘bliss’ , ‘pleasure’ , ‘enjoyment’ , 

‘delectation’ , ‘delight’ , ‘sensual delight’ , ‘lust’  and ‘voluptuousness’ . The true delights that 

Man can experience are, according to ��������	
�1 connected to spiritual delights, like the 

delight of succeeding in work. 

 

5.3������������������������������	
����	
����	
����	
�� Figurative Language 
Metaphors, in general, are often used for rhetorical purposes and to better explain certain 

concepts (Kövecses, 2002, pp. vii–viii). They are used as an indirect comparison between two 

seemingly unrelated subjects and are defined as “ understanding one conceptual domain in 

terms of another conceptual domain”  (Kövecses, 2002, p. 4), and serve as a pedagogic tool in 

order to ease the understanding of a subject. Typical for a metaphor is that an abstract idea is 

expressed through a more concrete and tangible concept (Kövecses, 2002, p. 6), such as the 

abstract idea of ‘society’  taking on the image of the ‘body’ .  

 

5.3.1 The Use of Animal Metaphors and Similes 
The most prevalent feature in ���	�
������� 
��	� is ��������	
�� use of animals as metaphors 

and similes, and his comparison of their various traits to those of human beings. It may 

perhaps be said the there is a scientist worldview in�the book as the author picks his 

metaphors from biology and zoology. The reader will recognize that some of the animals 
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employed in the book have a long tradition of being used metaphorically. Whilst some of the 

animals are familiar to the Western reader, others are more uncommon in a metaphorical 

sense. The portrayal of the relationship between a sovereign and his subjects as that of a 

shepherd and his sheep can be found as far back as Plato (Popper, 1945a, p. 51) and is an 

image familiar to us, but thinking of human relations as a female spider eating its own kind is 

perhaps a less familiar idea:  

 

1������!����; 5"Wr��������L%; ;��0T��1�,(������0I(���5l�$#�r�#��(-�W����]�(���$
�6���6��L%p������K�L%p�����K��&  

 

“ the natural system of all animals, even fishes48 and insects, except from the female spider, is 

that not none of them eat each other,  but Man eats Man”  (p. 473, § 5).  

 

And only Man, together with the more lowly of animals, accumulates more wealth than he 

needs:  

 

@��"���@����3�H��?$�L�(���L�(��%7V�����r��������]���$� ��; 7��0J�r��������; ��8.$#�
����K�8�F7�'U8���&  

 

“ acquiring possessions, namely accumulation of property, is a natural disposition to some 

kind of lower animals, like the ant and the bee, and there is no trace of this/it in the higher 

animals, except Man”  (p. 476, § 5). 

  

��������	
� resorts to an extensive use of animal metaphors; some of the animals 

figuring in the text are ‘wolf’ , ‘sheep’ , ‘dog’ , ’ bee’ , ‘ant’ , ‘vermin’ , ‘leech’ , ‘horse’ , ‘spider’ , 

‘falcon’ , ‘nightingale’ , ‘jackal’ , ‘poultry’ , ‘predatory’  and ‘bat’ . Some of the metaphors are 

only employed once, while others are repeated in different contexts. They all have in common 

the fact that they are clear in their meaning and intention and most of the time he also quotes 

the animals with their attributes and qualities. Some of the animals are weak; some of them 

stupid; others are considered clever; some feed on others, while others are strong and brutal. 

As anyone reading the text is likely to have an immediate knowledge of the animals he is 

referring to, he does not depend on a specialized reader to understand his use of figurative 

                                                 
48 ��������	
� does not seem to have been aware of that other animals also possess cannibalistic traits, as fishes 
are also meat-eaters.  
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language. His variation in the use of metaphors leaves room for surprise and makes the text 

vital and refreshing.   

Why does he use animal metaphors so extensively? He employs them for various 

purposes. He has chosen such figurative language to say something about the individual and 

his relation to others and to express what the citizen is deprived of when he lives under 

despotism. His use of language is perhaps the best indication of the fact that he considers Man 

living under despotism to be deprived of all dignity. A man with dignity does not have the 

characteristics of a fawning dog, an angry horse or a frightened sheep about to surrender to a 

wolf. Not only are the weak ones deprived of dignity, but neither is the despot – portrayed as 

a leech sucking the blood of the nation – a man of dignity. These are but some of the qualities 

that ��������	
� attributes to Man living under despotism and describing him as such serves 

to underline the severity of his condition. As the saying goes, “ a picture is worth more than a 

thousand words”  and he tries, through the use of metaphors, to paint the situation of his 

audience by means of words. He actively seeks to make his message clear by the use of these 

simple pictures.  

The use of language can be problematic because by using the animal metaphors as he 

does, ��������	
� himself deprives Man of dignity; he deprives Man of the elements that 

makes him human. But he goes even further; he extends the domain of metaphors and in light 

of dignity and the elements that make Man human, one probably does not get any lower than 

being referred to as a virus or a plant. The vegetative state or condition is also one of the traits 

he attributes to the citizen who lives under despotism (cf. p. 39). 

 

5.3.2 The Variety of Metaphors 
The ‘human body’ , ‘health and illness’ , ‘animals’ , ‘plants’ , ‘light and darkness’ , ‘movement 

and direction’ , ‘construction and building’  – all of these concepts employed by ��������	
�, – 

are some of the most commonly used metaphors when explaining more abstract ideas like 

‘emotions’ , ‘desire’ , ‘morality’ , ‘society’ , ‘politics’  and ‘human relations’  (Kövecses, 2002, 

pp. 15–25). ��������	
� refers to ‘despotism’  as an ‘illness that needs remedy’ , to ‘light’  as 

the equivalent of ‘science’  and ‘darkness’  as equal to ‘tyranny’ . In terms of metaphors of 

‘movement and direction’ , Man’ s natural disposition, according to ��������	
�1�	�- 5  requests 

upwards movement and ‘society’  in relation to its ‘individuals’  is seen as a ‘building’  where 

each ‘chamber’  has its function. Despotism portrayed as a virus which spreads (cf. p. 34–35) 

again suggests a scientist worldview in the book: if the illness is detected a cure can be 
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prescribed and the patient cured. In this context we may se ��������	
� as the doctor who will 

heal the sick patient or the society.  

The use of metaphors demonstrates that the physical world is a logical foundation for 

the explanation of more abstract notions. The human body is used for metaphorical purposes 

because we know it well and health and illness are aspects of the human body. Animal 

metaphors are frequently used in literature to attribute animal qualities to humans, and 

metaphors of light and darkness, movement and directions are all basic experiences in human 

lives (Kövecses, 2002, pp. 15–25).  

His figurative language also gives the present day reader further information as to who 

his intended audience were. When expressing his ideas through metaphors, ��������	
� 

makes use of images that are simple for the non-specialized reader to comprehend. His 

specific use of metaphors might be new to some readers, but as the reader is familiar with the 

image being used, the idea behind the metaphor is easy to grasp. This suggests that his 

intended audience was not exclusively the specialized scholar, but also the ordinary man and 

woman, the individual he refers to as a ‘citizen’  or ‘prisoner’  in the despotic state.    

 

5.4 The Oral Elements of ��������������������������	
����	
����	
����	
�� Language 
Even though he clearly refers to the ‘reader’ ,�����0	
� in several places (p. 502 § 2; p. 489 § 

3) the language has an oral outlook. This is reflected in the fact that he keeps his points brief, 

sometimes he repeats them before he moves quickly to the next topic. I will first present some 

of the verbal expressions that makes the text seem more like that of a man making a statement 

in front of a group of people than that of a written text.  

By actively using expressions like ‘yes’  and, to a lesser degree, ‘no’  when making his 

points or repeating them, the vision of the text is that of a political orator or an activist, who 

tries to make his audience understand his message:  

 

 

7Y
��	
B<�\�#	�� 

“ Yes, he (the despot) does not fear the sciences of language”  (p. 457, § 4)  

 

7��8"��@�0'�����"+#�ABE�8+D����$�-	�� 

 

“ Yes, how far are the prisoners from accepting education”  (p. 499, § 3) 
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	���8���L%8����Oe�8"R#�  

 

“ Yes, cooperation is the secret of all secrets/biggest secret of all”  (p. 489, § 3).  

 

In the chapter “ Despotism and Wealth”  he resorts to insisting;  

;(Y��7����-8�'C��[
T�###&  

 

“ No, no, the poor does not seek the assistance from the rich”  (p. 475, § 5). 

 

Another feature which characterizes oral speech perhaps more than a written text are 

the use and repetition of verbs like��	4��� “ I implore you (or them)”  (look p. 465, § 2; p. 513, 

§ 3). Also by often referring to what he has previously said or to what he is about to say, the 

text reminds one of a political speech and so the reader of the text seems to listen rather than 

read.     

Another well-known expression from political speeches and which adds an oral 

quality to the text is the expression “ long live the…”  which ��������	
� proclaims when 

ending a statement of how one ought to live in contentment:  

 

7����;�"
 7-D�;�"
 &  

 “ long live the nation, long live ardour”  (p. 497, § 2)  

 

- and he later repeats the expression and declares: 

E�zB$E�'
J;�(
 AJ���;��
 7-D�;�"
 &  

 

 “ long live the nation, long live the fatherland, long live us mighty free”  (p. 515, § 2). 

 
 

 

5.5 The Peak of ��������������������������	
����	
����	
����	
�� Rhetoric 
The peak of ��������	
�� rhetoric is in the second to last chapter, ‘Despotism and 

Development’  and the following discussion will be with reference to this chapter. Even 

though these paragraphs are written on paper, their appearance is more oral than written and 

the reader can almost hear his voice emanating from the text itself, particularly when he 
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strongly urges his readers to wake up. It is as if he is on stage, vibrantly addressing his 

audience: the text comes to a climax over these pages, just like a novel reaches its peak before 

the story comes to a point of resolution, or like the turning point of a film where the sound of 

drums become higher and higher before they die out and the end is reached. How does ���

�����	
� create this sense of reaching a peak in his text and how does he create the tension 

mentioned above? I have briefly commented on the oral quality of the text and will further 

comment on it, as it is an important element in making the text ‘spoken’  rather than ‘written’ . 

His rhetoric is an important element when explaining the tension of the text and what I have 

come to call the climax of the text.  

Over several pages he begins each of a succession of paragraphs by addressing his 

reader with, ,	�/���, ‘Oh People’ , before he asks for God’ s protection, forgiveness and the 

like on behalf of the very same reader:  

1����k89��A-)�	%� �  

“ Oh People, may God protect you from evil”  (p. 510, § 2)49  

 

Over the first few pages, he refers to the people in general, but at some point he shifts his 

focus and limits his scope by saying, “ I mean the Muslims among you”  (p. 513, § 4). A few 

paragraphs further, he again shifts his focus as if physically turning towards another group 

and calls on the Arabs, or those who pronounce the �	�B C , who are not Muslims (p. 515, § 2). 

He then calls on the East (p. 516, § 2–6), before calling for the attention of the West (p. 516, § 

1–2). Finally, he addresses the youth and the coming generation (p. 516, § 3–4). 

Over these pages, his rhetoric is at its strongest and most insisting. He basically 

repeats what he has previously stated in the book, but now he puts social problems directly in 

front of his audience and blames them for their lack of determination and action. After 

addressing them, he poses questions like:  

 

 

                                                 
49 Other examples found in the text are:  
“ Oh People, may God kill stupidity”  (p. 510, § 4)    1����kP��0Y��)�LU��    
“ Oh People, may God make you among the rightly guided”  (p. 512, § 3)  1����k[i�=���	I(B)����$  
“ Oh People, may God take misfortune away from you”  (p. 512, § 5)  1����k)�	%�R��$    
“ Oh People, I urge you by God”  (p. 513, § 3).    1����kA��"����A-)�	I
��  
49 Arabic is the only language were the letter �	� is present; Arabs are therefore sometimes referred to as those 
who pronounce �	�. Here ��������	
� calls on non-Muslim Arabs. 
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;���X��; ��O;C��-LO&&&��$1$3�0'��LO$[J�H$&  

 

“ is this position of mine in the group of the living … or am I addressing the grave dwellers?”  

(509, § 5) 

 

������E�'9����O5"-5�� 

“ until when is this misfortune to be prolonged?”  (p. 509, § 6)  

 

1�(����O5"-5���
'"����O5"-5���yfp���P��+��fp0��|�8 5
B[  

  
“ until when will this sleep and this unsteadiness in the bed of misery and on the pillow of 

hopelessness, last?”  (p. 510. § 3) 

 

If he does not ask at the beginning of each paragraph, it is because the questions are 

likely to come before the paragraphs ends, such as;  

 

E;RL%������C"�2'B	I�)�Z
HLO�E;R#��p%M�
��"�1$&  

“ did God create a mind for you to understand everything or in order for you to neglect it as if 

it is nothing?”  (p. 510, § 5)  

 

��OK���O5"-5��y@  

“ until when will this neglect last?”  (p. 511, § 2)”   

 

7V���7���UP��W5
Bh 8�����O�-&  

“ what is this desire for a wretched life in inferiority?”  (p. 511, § 3)  

 

 

E�'
J�3�8W$�E�C%$	I'
\�	�$&&&y)�8�Y�]�9\���]�6\����OA-	U�C"+��Q�-  

 

“ were you not created equal and free?…what did you benefit from this obedience and 

submission to others than God?”  (p. 511, § 6)  
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+LO 

 

“ has despotism plundered your will even in death?”  (p. 513, § 1).  

 

This is yet an example of how ��������	
� places his intended reader or audience in a 

position of moral choice, but here he poses direct questions. The questions are rhetorical in 

that he has designed them to be of a persuasive kind.  

The questions are also not, according to rhetoric, neutral, as they presume an answer 

or response that has already been given. He does not wait for any answers, but keeps moving 

on to the next topic and posing new questions. He not only asks questions, but he also directly 

blames the reader for his malady, and by that emphasises that despotism has its causes in the 

very society in which he lives. Throughout these pages, he makes it clear that he blames his 

fellow citizens for the malady and that he does not blame their misery on external factors or 

God. For God killed despotism, he has previously stated (p. 490, § 1), and he blames the 

individual himself for the evil that has fallen upon him when he says:  

 

��C�����K�	
,� 
“ Man does injustice to himself”  (p. 510, § 5).  

 

He further blames them for thinking that they are created for the sake of the past and not for 

the present, and for the fact that they only follow their forefathers in despicable matters. He 

then asks where religion, the self-respect, the insolence and decency have gone, before he 

resorts to the question:  

y	G	"�$1$�����ULO 
“ Are you listening, or are you deaf?”  (p. 510, § 2). 

 

��������	
� sees Man under despotism to be like a living dead when he says that: 

 

A��A��	"�$L�ka0("��;����s8�; &&& 	O�P�����?�Q���09�f��$S�0R$43$#5U�-7'�'���;
��8�9����8�9�#	��D5U�-	OL�&  

 

“ Rather you are in between, in a state which is called vegetative, I see the ghosts of people 

that resemble living creatures while in reality they are dead and do not feel; yes, they are dead 

because they do not feel”  (p. 509, § 5).  
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His tone is moralizing and serious, yet, knowing his intention and purpose – namely to make 

Man rid himself of despotism and step out of a life in misery – his tone is perhaps above all 

compassionate. He is not cynical, revealing helplessness and hopelessness, but instead calls 

for action.  

He moves from paragraph to paragraph without interruption, posing new questions, 

constantly bringing in new elements that keep the attention of the reader, who is starting to 

wake up from his slumber. And that is exactly the intention – to wake the reader up from his 

slumber, because the reader he has in mind knows the relevance of his speech to his daily life. 
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6. Summary and Conclusion 
I have presented the work ���	�
������� 
��	������ ��	�
������� 
��	� by ��
���/�� ����0 ����

�����	
�: The text is primarily an investigation into the characteristics of despotism. The 

author does not propose a theory, but attempts to make an analysis of the consequences of 

despotism upon a society and its citizens. His focus is on the individual living under despotic 

government and not abstract political ideas, concerned with and seeking to promote human 

welfare, ��������	
�� ideas in ���	�
������� 
��	��can be seen as humanitarian. 

I have attempted to shed light on this work by looking at how���������	
��sees the 

status of knowledge in the despotic state and my main focus has been to portray his ‘society’ , 

and define his concept of �
�, knowledge, in order to identify the mechanisms that confine, 

restrict and prevent knowledge under despotism. Throughout my reading I have also 

discussed possible influences from the thinkers of the French Enlightenment. 

��������	
� was formed by his personal experiences, the ordeals he endured while 

living in Syria, and his later exile. The very topic he is dealing with, namely despotism, and 

the anger and concern he expresses are the most visible signs of the relationship between his 

personal experiences and the text. As he published articles in various Egyptian journals of his 

time (cf. p. 9), we may assume that he was influenced by the writings and ideas of his time, in 

which Arab intellectuals wrote on the values of democracy, personal freedom and justice. As 

so many of his contemporaries, he tried to combine and adapt these ideas with the region’ s 

Islamic past and heritage. We do not know what he read from original French Enlightenment 

texts, given that he did not know any European languages, but it is likely that he was familiar 

with the ideas that migrated and formed the focus of discourse among Arab intellectuals in 

this period. There seems to be some resemblance in his text with the writings of Montesquieu, 

Rousseau and Kant. Yet, the text is written within his own historical, religious and cultural 

context, and this is visible when he refers to the Holy Koran, Arabic poetry and the region’ s 

past civilisation. Drawing from both his own cultural and religious heritage and from modern 

European ideas to solve the political problems of his time, he is a man who had his legs 

placed in two different traditions, seeking to combine the best of each of them.    

 

6.1 Despotism and Knowledge 
When���������	
��employs the term ‘knowledge’ , he does not refer to the sciences of 

mathematics, linguistics, religious sciences, or the philosophical quest for meaning. By 
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‘knowledge’  he intends “ the sciences of life, like theoretical knowledge and philosophy”  (cf. 

pp. 51–52), a knowledge which teaches Man to question his surroundings and condition, to 

raise his awareness so that he will come to know and demand his rights. The sort of 

knowledge that he stresses the importance of is knowledge is connected to Man’ s daily needs, 

a knowledge that brings prosperity to the nation as well as happiness to the individual. 

Equipped with knowledge Man will be come determined, able to make moral choices and live 

a life in dignity. In terms of intellectual capacity, the spread of knowledge is described as a 

leap from immaturity to maturity, a leap from childhood to adulthood.  

With knowledge, Man will use his understanding and intellect to learn to separate 

good from evil. Thus he will be able to force the despot to do good, despite his nature, and 

turn him into a sovereign who fears the consequences of misgoverning. Knowledge will make 

Man vigilant of the government and he will become determined and self-confident. 

Knowledge, in ��������	
�� view, is the means by which the nation can rid itself of 

despotism – only through the spread of knowledge can despotism be lifted. In terms of 

metaphors, knowledge can thus be seen as the remedy and despotism as the illness that needs 

curing.  

     Judging from our standpoint today it is not difficult to agree on the importance of 

knowledge in the progress of nations and improvement of living standards. Yet we know that 

progress is also achieved in non-democratic states, and that despotism also prevails in nations 

where the level of education is high. The spread of knowledge alone cannot restructure the 

workings of society. Social and cultural traditions and institutions also need to be questioned. 

The implementation of new ideas into a society is bound to change moral values, as the moral 

values held by members of a society are closely connected with the traditions and institutions 

of that society, and these values cannot survive the destruction of the institutions upon which 

they are dependent. Knowledge is but one of many means to achieve development in a society 

and improve the quality of people’ s lives, and ��������	
� fails to recognise this in this text.51 

The prominence he attributes to knowledge as a means of lifting despotism is therefore rather 

optimistic. 

 There is also the question of how ��������	
� understood ‘despotism’ . Provided I 

have read the text correctly, statements like “ whenever the light of knowledge spreads in a 

nation it shatters the prisoners’  chains and the fate of leaders and politics deteriorate”  (p. 462, 

§ 2), and “ the intelligent does not serve anyone except himself and at that the despot 

                                                 
51 He did also recognise poverty as a reason, which was one of his motives when founding his office for the 
oppressed.  
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inevitably withdraws and (becomes) moderate. How often have the nations with their progress 

forced the evil despot to rise with them, and transform him, despite his nature into an honest 

man who fears the consequences, a just leader who fears revenge…”  (p. 459, § 3) are 

indications that knowledge is the remedy for lifting despotism in ��������	
���3 	4 �. Taking 

these statements in combination with my reading, I read and understand ��������	
� as saying 

that ignorance promotes despotism and knowledge lifts it. Consequently, for despotism to be 

sustained, one must presuppose the general absence of knowledge. Despotism cannot be 

sustained without ignorance.  

For this reason I have translated the title as The Characteristics of Despotism and not 

as The Essence of Despotism (cf. p. 14–15). Despotism, according to ��������	
�1 seems to be 

dependent on certain characteristics without which it cannot exist; despotism is not the 

intrinsic nature of human affairs, and cannot be understood as essence in this text. Despotism 

in this text is in general defined as a phenomenon which consists of certain characteristics, 

and if deprived of those characteristics it cannot any longer be described as despotism. Yet 

there are ambiguities as to whether he intends despotism as an intrinsic phenomenon or a 

phenomenon defined by its characteristics. ��������	
� refers more than once to the despot as 

a person who is evil by nature, needs to be steered with bridles and who has to be forced to 

good despite his nature (cf. p. 38). This suggests an essentialist approach and produces 

inconsistencies in the text as to whether ��������	
� holds that despotism is a contingent 

characteristic of something or is inherent. If despotism is inherent in human affairs, it is not 

dependent on ignorance to sustain itself, for it is not dependent on its attributes or 

characteristics. Whether ��������	
� was aware of this distinction, or if he was carried away 

in his anger towards the despot and the malady it causes the individual, I cannot say.      

 

6.1.1 The Mechanisms that Prevent Knowledge 
What is the status of knowledge according to���������	
� in the despotic society, and what 

are the mechanisms that prevent knowledge? Despotism and knowledge are described as two 

contrary and incompatible factors, and those seeking to spread knowledge are persecuted by 

the despot. Knowledge then enjoys a limited and confined status under despotism and its 

spread is prevented due to various mechanisms within the despotic society. Knowledge is also 

prevented by unconscious mechanisms, which are as important as the conscious effort to 

prevent people from attaining knowledge. Knowledge is prevented on various levels of the 

despotic society, actively and passively, consciously and unconsciously. I have attempted to 
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uncover these elements by looking at the functions of the various groups in ��������	
�� 

society and their relationship to each other: I have thus traced how, according to ���

�����	
��, the spread of despotism into society prevents the spread of knowledge.  

The chaotic society of despotism is one of the elements that prevent knowledge. While 

Montesquieu held that the aim of the despotic society was to create tranquillity, ��������	
�� 

society is defined by chaos. It is a society of no stability, a society where no one is certain of 

his relationship to others, and where the individual lives under a constant threat of attack from 

the despot and his helpers. Thus the social body is destroyed and corrupted. Man under these 

conditions lives drowsy, low in awareness and perception, and unable to distinguish right 

from wrong. Man is formed and educated by his surroundings and as the despotic education is 

random, he is formed by chance. The problem with education is that it is a time-consuming 

process and the results are not immediate. It is in need of stability and a defined goal and 

educating a whole nation can only be achieved as a common project, not an individual one. 

Left without the stability and the continuous society of which education is in need, there is 

little possibility of progress.   

Education also has consequences other than attaining knowledge. It serves to wake the 

individual up, with the result that he starts to feel and perceive the pain created by the 

despotic society. As a consequence of this, the citizens resist education and leave their 

children negligent. Deprived of education, they do not learn to see the results of their work, 

and when they do work they do so without enthusiasm and determination and so fail and give 

up.  

The spread of knowledge is suppressed yet further in the fact that the despot actively 

seeks ignorant citizens to fill public positions. He is safe in his position as a sovereign as long 

as the majority of the people are ignorant and do not question his actions. He therefore wants 

his citizens to be obedient like children or like bootlicking dogs. The nation’ s general 

ignorance is secured by the manner in which he appoints his servants. The despot chooses 

those of low moral standards to fill positions in his administration, and so these low morals 

spread, beginning the decay of society and the individual. The despotic state is thus a stupid 

state of the wretched, according to ��������	
�. The despot actively chooses his helpers from 

all layers of society and his helpers actively seek positions in his administration. There is no 

room for those who wish to see the nation progress and they are dismissed from their 

positions, leaving the ignorant to fill them. The rightly guided ����	�, whose task is to call on 

the people, wake them up and make them act, are not only persecuted by the despot they are 
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also too few in numbers to combat the despot. Too few of the citizens avoid the grasp of 

despotism to make a difference in changing society and turn social regression into progress.  

��������	
� finds that the role of the���������
�� �, the self-glorifiers further prevents 

the spread of knowledge. The self-glorifiers, in their quest for positions in the administration, 

deepen the roots of despotism yet further. In their wish to be the country’ s executioners, they 

destroy the possibility of cooperation and continuity within the nation. As self-glorification is 

an individual project pertaining to selfish interests, they destroy the possibility of cooperation 

and the chance of building the community as they serve themselves and not the nation. 

Deprived of the fruits of cooperation, the nation cannot lay the foundation needed for 

organized education.  

The self-glorifiers are the fuel of the despotic society and build their esteem and 

respect in the eyes of others on the ruins of glory. ��������	
� stresses the importance of this 

group when explaining the logic of the despotic society. The self-glorifiers are the 

embodiment of the virus that spreads and fills the body with sickness. It is interesting to pause 

for a moment at the difference between ��������	
�� concept of ‘glory’  and Montesquieu’ s 

concept of ‘honour’ . The latter wrote that in the despotic state no man can prefer himself to 

others, and there exists no honour under despotism. ��������	
� holds a different view. Man 

does try to seek preference over others. He says that despotism is sustained and reproduced 

precisely because Man does indeed seek preference in the despotic society.  

The problem in the despotic state is that the possibility of attaining glory is limited, 

and so it becomes perverted and turns into self-glorification. Not only does glory exist, but in 

��������	
�� view, it is perhaps more important than life itself, a natural quest of mankind, 

rich or poor. Since glory is such a strong drive for the individual, it causes even more social 

damage when it is frustrated and replaced with self-glorification. It is important to note that it 

is initially the same quest driving men of glory and the self-glorifiers, namely a place of 

respect in society. Engaging in self-glorification is glory, but with the opposite prefix and 

opposite results: while glory as a common project leads to a stronger community, self-

glorification as an individual and selfish project destroys the society. The quest for glory, 

which under despotism is transformed into self-glorification, forms a vicious circle, as Man 

continues to seek positions in the despotic administration and so causes further destruction of 

the social body.  

Unconscious processes also keep the citizens ignorant and obedient. ��������	
� 

blames the citizens for their lack of determination, and their mere passivity is another element 
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that suppresses knowledge. As a result of his lack of determination, Man keeps himself 

ignorant and lets himself be treated like an immature child, or a fawning dog. He lives in self-

abasement, which deprives him of dignity still further.  

Because the despot picks his helpers, who willingly oppress their own people, from 

the very society he lives in, ��������	
� found the causes of decay in his own society and did 

not blame external factors for the nation’ s regression. The despot’ s helpers are not brought 

from abroad; they set out to gain their positions at the expense of their own people and nation. 

For, as ��������	
� says:  

 

3�8WD�	O#�"�3�8WD���0"�-	O#�"����0"���� &���O�̀8G5(�-k��%���IU�5���B	I�
  
 

“ a despot takes control over the despots and the free take control over the free, and this is/has 

an obvious meaning: The way you are is the way you will be goverened”  (p. 442, § 1). 

 

These are the elements that suppress knowledge in the despotic state and they explain 

how the despotic society is sustained and reproduced. Man has an inherent value, as he is 

created by God, but living like an immature child, or with less will and freedom than an 

animal and being ignorant and fearful of everything he does not know, deprives man of 

dignity or the elements that makes man human.   

 

 

6.2 His Society 
Describing society as a body where the different parts and elements have various functions 

and are dependent on each other, ��������	
� portrays and explains society as an organic 

entity. His understanding of society is a traditional one dividing society into a pyramid with 

the despot, or the political leader on the top, the ����	�in the middle and the common people 

at the bottom. According to ��������	
�1 the ����	�are the common people’ s rightly guided 

brothers. That the ����	��are the group supposed to lead and call on the common people also 

places the text within a religious horizon.  

The manner in which ��������	
� portrays the common people in relation to the 
����	��is particularly problematic. He does not question the relationship between the ����	��

and the common people. He wants the common people to limit the position of the despot but 

he does not challenge the leading principle of the ����	�; the ����	��lead and the common 
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people are led. He describes them as followers of either the despot or the ����	�– they are 

pulled simultaneously in both directions. As they are led, the common people are not active 

and must be understood as a passive group. He displays these two factions in the dichotomy 

of good and bad; subsequently, following the ����	��is right, whereas following the despot is 

wrong. The common people are portrayed as the orphans who sleep and do not know 

anything; if they fear, they surrender, and if they speak, they act. Seen in light of his 

definition and concept of knowledge, his view of the common people is problematic because 

with knowledge – where the aim is that Man should learn to think for himself – following the 

despot is wrong, but following the ����	��is right as they make people speak and act. But 

following the ����	��presupposes that the common people are not thinking for themselves; 

they have only changed direction, in the sense that they are no longer following the despot. 

His view on society is therefore not a modern one, but remains within a traditional 

understanding of how society works. 

��������	
� also makes the presumption that if the common people are woken up 

from their slumber, those who did not previously possess knowledge, will suddenly act 

according to principles of justice. He presupposes that once they learn, they will force the 

despot to good.  

His view of the common people is a rather stigmatising one: they are helplessly 

straying, moving with the wind like a feather. The individual is not given the chance to fulfil 

himself as a member of the society under despotism; instead, he lives like an animal – 

concerned only with his immediate needs – and has no passion for the real delights in life. 

Man under despotism, according to ��������	
�, is not in charge of his affairs and does not 

control his surroundings. He even blames Man to be below animals as he steered by the will 

of others (cf. p. 40). He holds that the elements that make Man human are the ambition, the 

determination and the certainty – ���
���&����
/�	�&�����$�$��	�  (p. 464, § 2) –, qualities Man 

does not have under despotism. Being deprived of these elements, Man is deprived of the 

elements that make him human. He is still a human being, with an inherent value given him 

from his Creator, but Man living under despotism is deprived of dignity and he lives an 

animal-like life. Describing them with the attributes of animals and plants is problematic as 

by doing this he himself strips the common people of dignity and the elements that make them 

human.  

Elitist ideas about the social classes were apparently common among intellectuals at 

his time (Rooke, 2000, p. 206–207), but ��������	
� does not seem to hold such views. ���
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�����	
�� insisting on people to read and understand the Koran for themselves combined 

with his genuine concern for those he is addressing, may indicate that he does not look with 

disdain at the common people. He does denounce blind following, urge people to read and 

understand the Koran for themselves and insist that God has created a mind for them to use, 

but the place of the common people in society remains the same, led by the ����	�. 

The human being is above all other creatures God created, he “ reflects God as God” , 

and is created as the vicegerent on earth (Murata; Chittick, 1994, p. 120). God has instilled in 

him the power of knowledge so he can control the things around him (Murata; Chittick, 1994, 

p. 122). In view of this it would be interesting to raise the question: What is the value of Man 

under despotism, according to ��������	
�? Lacking the elements that makes him human, is 

Man’ s value then reduced due to despotism? 

 

  

6.3 His Language 
I have demonstrated how ��������	
� makes an extensive use of metaphors, in particular 

animal metaphors, when conveying his message. He uses metaphors in order to make abstract 

ideas simpler, and his use of metaphors therefore has an educational purpose. I have 

concluded from that that his intended audience includes not only scholars, but also individuals 

and groups without any specialization. His metaphors further serve the purpose of describing 

the misery of Man under despotism, by giving him the attributes of prisoners, animals and 

plants. We recognize some of these metaphors such as the relationship between the statesman 

and the people as that of a herdsman and his sheep, and political crisis as a disease that needs 

remedy. Other metaphors, like ‘spider’ , ‘bat’ , ‘leech’  and ‘jackal’ , are more unusual and add 

vitality and playfulness to the text.  

 Another feature characteristic of his text is the use of synonyms and antonyms which 

serves various functions. He employs them in order to define his given topics or terms making 

his message simple, concrete and accessible to the non-specialist; by constantly repeating the 

various attributes, he seeks to make the reader aware of his condition and his rights. This is 

thus another pedagogical tool employed in the text. 
��
���/�� ����0 ���������	
� despised despotism and its consequences upon the 

individual, and he conveys this through a particular language. His language  is rhetorical in 

the sense that he leaves no room for doubt about his message. He does this by employing 

synonyms and antonyms with no shades of meaning between them, by asking rhetorical 
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questions where the answer is already given, and by ensuring no second opinion is given in 

his text and that arguments taken from other sources all support and strengthen his views. In 

��������	
�� defence is his genuine concern for the people he is trying to address. By this 

language he tries to wake them up, to teach them their rights, to make them aware, to make 

them move, and to drag them out of their frozen state in order to make them act. He cannot 

force them with guns as the despot can, but the spoken word is his weapon, which he uses for 

whatever it is worth; when he comes towards the end of the book, it does indeed feel like 

gunpowder. His newspapers might have been prohibited and stopped due to his boldness, he 

might have been persecuted and driven into exile, but the little document that was saved from 

the confiscation on a summer’ s day in Cairo in 1902, speaks a thousand volumes about his 

concern.  

 

6.4 A Final Note on the Relevance of Al-Kaw�kib� Today 
My fascination with ��������	
� rose not only from the beautiful language he employs, but 

also from the relevance his text has today, over 100 years after it was written.  Living in a 

Western country under relatively stable and democratic government, we might easily fail to 

recognize the profound effect that government has upon our quality of life. The impact of 

government on daily life is better felt in undemocratic countries, as unstable government is 

more likely to cause the regression and decay of society and thus the suffering of the citizen 

living in it. The lack of democracy in general, in the Arab world, affects people’ s lives in 

terms of restricted freedom, the violation of human rights and limited possibilities for setting 

one’ s own political agenda. There is a difference in how people living under democratic 

governments organize their lives in comparison to those living under non-democratic regimes. 

���	�
������� 
��	��is forbidden in Morocco and Saudi-Arabia.52 A television series on 

��������	
�, made in the early 1990s, was forbidden in Syria but not in Iraq, so Syrians living 

along the Euphrates were able to watch the Iraqi broadcast.53 In Syria, high school students 

are briefly introduced to his works, including this particular book.54 The French Institute in 

Damascus hosted a conference in Aleppo in 2002 to mark the 100th anniversary of his death, 

and a centre has been founded in his name in Algiers to deal with issues linked to 

                                                 
52  I cannot tell whether the book is still forbidden in Morocco after king �, �������VI entered the throne in 
1999 and opened Morocco up to wider political freedom.  
53 Personal communication with � �� ��� ��������	
�, Damascus, 7. October, 2006.  
54 Ibid.  
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democracy.55 There have been various publications and studies of his works and his name 

appears frequently in Syrian newspapers and throughout my studies in Damascus, I failed to 

meet anyone not familiar with his name. � �/8 ���� study on the ��������
�� � from 2002 is 

but one example that shows the relevance ��������	
��today. When he interprets this group 

within a modern framework and rename them 
�� 
�	� 
,,� �, ‘opportunists’ , � �/8 ��� 

demonstrates that certain elements from���������	
�� society are still present in the Syrian 

society today. Due to censorship he does not say so openly, but conveys with subtlety that the 

��������
�� � still exist, but with a more modern name.  

In the last year of high school, Syrian students are introduced to ��������	
� through a 

course in modern Arabic literature. I will briefly make an outline of how he is presented, as 

textbooks tend to express the official attitude towards a given literary work. The textbook, ��

������������������D���$�(1991), Modern Arabic Literature, sets out three small extracts from 

the book ���	�
������� 
��	��over a page and a half, followed by two pages where the students 

are encouraged to discuss the literary pieces presented (pp. 41–46). Extracts from the book are 

presented together with two other pieces of literature, under a chapter called; “ ���# 0 �0 ����
��/�
��6 ���, ��9�%�- ����#- 	
���” , “ The Arab Man Facing Despotism” .  

The first extract is taken from the chapter entitled “ What is Despotism,”  and explains 

how the despot supersedes the desires of his citizens by imposing his own will on their affairs 

and is therefore the enemy of freedom and rights; he will always continue to transgress the 

proper limits of sovereignty unless he is confronted and challenged by his people. The second 

extract is from “ Despotism and Glory”  and states that despotism is the root of all decay, on 

the grounds that it puts pressure on the mind, religion and science and corrupts them. The 

third extract is taken from the chapter “ Despotism and Science”  where al-Kaw�kab� describes 

despotism and science as two opponents in combat: whereas ����	��attempt to enlighten 

people, the despot tries to smother this light by persecuting the ����	�.   

After the presentation of the text there are various questions which students are meant 

to discuss relating to grammar, the topic of despotism and the text itself. Of note here is the 

following discussion question (p. 45): “ Are the philosophical sciences today sufficient as a 

stance towards despotism and do these applied sciences play any role in resisting the despot? 

Explain!” 56 

                                                 
55 Personal communication with judge ������ �� ��� ��������	
�, Aleppo, 24. February, 2007. 
56 A university student informed me that the despotism “ in mind”  here is the despotism of the Palestinian 
territories under Israeli occupation. I have not had the chance to discuss these particular questions with anyone 
teaching the subject in high school. 
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Given Syria’ s current political situation – marked by a lack of democracy, the curbing 

of individual freedom and limited freedom of speech – the pieces chosen are interesting. The 

extracts give quite a concise definition of despotism, and seeing Syria as a country where 

people do not participate in political life and political opponents are sometimes arrested and 

put to torture, these definitions are easily applicable to the daily lives of many Syrians. When 

discussing ��������	
� and ���	�
������� 
��	��throughout my stay in Damascus, Syrians would 

often make parallels between the book and their social and political conditions.  Yet, the book 

is not forbidden and Syrian students are introduced to his works. Even if not directly having 

Syria in mind, discussing a topic like despotism in schools has the potential to make some 

aware of their country’ s condition and their personal rights to participate in political life. On 

the other hand, a three-page introduction to a book does not constitute a deep study of the 

topic, and may instead serve political ends. ��������	
� is hereby introduced and perhaps 

demystified. The authorities can point to the fact that they do introduce students to the author 

and that the topic of despotism is discussed in schools. Yet the practical results of such an 

introduction are limited and controlled, a well-known strategy employed by authoritarian 

governments in need of justifying their methods.     

It is worth noting that in 1980 the renowned Syrian author � ���/�� ��*��	/�L � ���/	��

*��4 /M �was dismissed from his role as editor of the periodical ��� ���
!�, published by the 

Syrian Ministry of Culture, after the publication of extracts from ���	�
������� 
��	�. As a result 

of this dismissal he traveled to London where he has since made his home (Mahmoud, 

2006).57   

 

                                                 
57 <http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/brill/haw/2006/00000004/00000001/art00004>. I have not been able 
to find the extracts which were censored. 
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Summary 
Between 1898 and 1902 the Syrian thinker ��
���/�� ����0 ���������	
�, a pioneer of the 

Arabic ����� wrote the book ���	�
������� 
��	������ ��	�
������� 
��	�,�The Characteristics of 

Despotism and the Destructions of Enslavement. The text can be placed within the realm of 

political philosophy. Apart from being a criticism of the despotic regime of the Ottoman 

Sultan ��
�����'���� II, the text is also an exposé of the causes of despotism and its effects 

upon the society and the individuals.  

In this reading I seek to look at the relation between the status of knowledge and 

despotism according to ��������	
� and at the mechanisms which prevent knowledge and 

promote ignorance within the despotic society. These mechanisms are closely related to how 

despotism spreads in the society ��������	
�� portrays.  

Despotism is portrayed like a virus that penetrates all layers of society, pervades all 

social classes and in the end destroys the social body. Despotism, in order to be sustained, is 

in need of people’ s ignorance or a general absence of knowledge. Knowledge is important 

because through knowledge Man will come to know his rights and only if Man knows his 

rights can he demand his rights and thus force the evil despot to act in the interest of the 

people. Knowledge then is the remedy that cures the illness of despotism.  

A combination of conscious and unconscious processes prevents knowledge from 

spreading; psychological factors in the individuals, the relation between the various groups 

within society and the physical outlook of the despotic society which is defined by chaos and 

unrest leaves no room for organized education. These factors contribute to that knowledge 

under despotism has a confined and limited status. 

The text is characterized by a rich vocabulary and a wide use of metaphors something 

which makes the text vital and refreshing. ��������	
� employs rhetorical tools and the book 

at times bears resemblance with that of a political speech. 

��������	
� was, as were other thinkers of the Arabic������, influenced by the 

writings of the French Enlightenment. In order to place the text in a possible relation to 

Western influences and in attempt to clarify some of his ideas, I have throughout the thesis 

made references to Montesquieu, Rousseau and Kant relating to the concepts of ‘despotism’  

and ‘knowledge’ .  
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